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Kentucky
universities
saw grad
rates rise

Military admits
438th soldier
beaten at hands
of Mich. unit

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Graduation rates at the state's public universities topped 45 percent in
2003, an improvement of nearly 9
percentage points in six years.
according to figures from the
Postsecondary
on
Council
Education.
Six of the eight topped their
graduation goals for 2003. the most
recent year for which information
was available.
Northern Kentucky University.
and the University of Louis% ille
were the exceptions. NKU was the
only institution whose rate declined
from the previous year; it dropped
to 33.3 percent from 37.8 percent in
2002.
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos
Figures were for undergraduates
Tuesday, the Murray-Calloway
who obtained bachelor's degrees
County Economic Develwithin six years of entering college.
opment Corporation offered
Tom Layzell, president of the
special recognition to former
council, said the upward trend was
Ledger & Times publisher
a dividend from a revamping of
higher education in 1997. but "we
Walt Apperson, who passed
have our work cat out for us to
still
away last year. In his honor, a
the national average.reach
his
plaque was presented to
National rates for 2003 will not
family. On hand to accept
he released until fall. However. the
were his widow. Rainey. top
2002 average graduation rate of
photo, second from left, and
public universities in NCAA
daughter Emily Gaddie, far
Division I was 55 percent.
right. Also shown are, far left,
The University of Kentucky
EDC board chair Melvin
topped the state's institutions in
Henley and Alice Rouse, cur2003 with a graduation rate of 61.1
rent Ledger publisher and
percent. NKU's rate was lowest.
EDC board member. At left,
Kentucky State University expeHenley, congratulates Murray
rienced the largest increase in six
State University President Or.
years but had the farthest to come.
Its graduation rate was 17.7 percent
F. King Alexander for his uniin 1998 and 39 percent last year.
versity being named a Partner
Other institutions are Eastern
In Progress. Also shown is
Kentucky University. Morehead
Mark Manning, EDC presiState, Murray State and Western
dent.
Kentucky University.

By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Writer
They just exerted
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
Army confirmed Tuesday that a for- too much force and he
mer military police officer from
Kentucky was injuredswhile the sol- was resisting. They're
dier was posing as a detainee during
thinking this was the real
a training session for guards last
year at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
thing. y
But Maj. Laurie Arellano of the
U.S. Southern Command in Miami.
— Ron England
which oversees the military detenFormer First Sgt. with 438th
tion center in Cuba, said Spc. Sean
Baker's medical discharge last
Military Police Company
month was unrelated to the -head
Baker said during the training
injury sustained during training.
Baker, of Georgetown, was a exercise, other military police offimember of the 438th Military cers beat and choked him until he
Police Company in Murray When it could not breathe and slammed his
deployed to Guantanamo Bay in head against the floor.
Arellano and Ron England, who
January 2003. Baker told WLEXTV in Lexington on Monday the recently retired as first sergeant
injuries suffered during the training from the 438th Military Police
accident caused seizures and result- Company, said Baker volunteered
to play the role of an uncooperative
ed in his discharge from the Army.
Arellano said medical privacy detainee hiding under his bunk.
During the drill, Baker's head hit
laws prevented her from disclosing
the nature of the "medical consulta- the floor, causing a cut and swelling
tion" that eventually resulted in over his right eye. Arellano said.
"He was pretty near the floor
Baker's discharge in April but
repeated that it was unrelated to the anyway," Arellano said.
Baker was.taken to the military
injury stemming from the training
hospital at Guantanamo, where a
accident.
Baker suffered an injury while medical examiand scan of his brain
playing the role of an uncooperative and head cleared him to return to
detainee during a training exercise duty, Arellano said.
A few months later. Baker was
with the 303rd Military Police
Company based in Jackson. Mich.,
according to Baker and Arellano. •See Page 2A

Murray city sticker sales slow; deadline to miss penalty is Friday
should sell more each year." Laster said.
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
know more people are moving in, so
"We
Staff Writer
we should be selling the same number or
Friday is the deadline to buy city stickers, more."
and the city clerk's office knows many city
The stickers produce revenue for the city,
residents and workers have yet to get their
which does not have an occupational tax
new decal.
deducted from employee's paychecks like
The city clerk's office has sold about most cities. City stickers generate about
6,000 stickers so far, according to Terry $450,000 annually, said Don Leet. the city's
Laster, assistant city clerk. Last year, the finance officer. The general fund revenue
city sold about 9,200.
helps pay for street maintenance, adminis"We are not where we need to be. We trative costs and police and fire departments

operations.
City stickers are required for anyone who
lives or works in the Murray city limits.
Stickers cost $35 and expire at the end of
May each year. In Junepa fee is added to the
stickers, making them $38.50. After that
month, the stickers are prorated based on
when people buy them, Laster said.
People who work and live in the city may
be cited if they don't have a city sticker on
their yehicle. Residents who move into the
city. people who change jobs and those who

number. Family members or busines.es may
purchase city stickers for relatives or coworkers. The deadline is Friday because city
hall will be closed Memorial Day.
People who can't make it to city. hall during regular business hours may include the
vehicle information and payment in an
envelope and put it in the Murray Municipal
Utilities drop box. The city will then mail
the city sticker to the address provided. If
people drop the request in the box Friday.
Laster said they will meet the deadline.

start dri% tog a different vehicle have 30 days
to buy a sticker. If they are cited in the 10
days following the first 30, they are fined
$10. After that it is a $50 fine.
Laster said the city will begin issuing
violations next week.
"If they don't have them by June, they
risk getting a violation," she said.
To purchase a city sticker, people may
conic to city hall from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and bring with them the year and
make of their vehicle and their license plate

First Baptist Church service to
honor armed forces veterans Sunday
As World War II veterans
approach First Baptist Church in
Murray this Sunday, they may
remember another time they stood
on those steps.
During WWII, almost every soldier who left Murray had their picture taken on these same steps.
W.J. Pitman was among the
young men from Calloway County
who served the country in VVW1I.
He recalls being among the first
group of 18-year-old draftees called
up in Murray during the spring of
1943.
The pictures were taken by
Hunter Love of Love Studio and
were published in the Murray
Ledger & Times. The photo was
among the last things done before
the men boarded a bus.

In Pitman's case, he and other
soldiers went to Fort Benjamin
Harrison in Indianapolis, where they
took an IQ test to determine in what
area they would serve. From that
point, the Murray boys would be
sent in all different directions.
Pitman was sent to Illinois and
late! to Colorado for training as an
Ant, medic. He spent more than a
year in England providing care and
aid to wounded soldiers. He recently went back to England, but was
unable to find his former campsite.
He quipped that he intended to go
back every 40 years to look for it.
In order to honor veterans like
Pitman and the countless others in
Calloway County, First Baptist
Church of Murray is having a service —"Freedom's Never Free" —at

10:45 a.m. Sunday.
Church officials are extending an
invitation to this service to anybody
who has or is currently serving in
any branch of the United States
armed forces, active or reserve.
They also want to invite family
members who have loved ones who
have served or are currently serving.
The service will feature the FBC
choir, soloists, orchestra, narratives
and a multi-media presentation. In
addition, there will be a special time
of recognition for all veterans in
attendance.
For more information, contact
the church at 753-1854. They also
request veterans who plan to attend
notify the church so proper seating
can he reserved. The church is located at 203 S. Fourth St. in Murray.

Photo prowde

W.J. Pitman, who is pictured in the fifth row second from the left, is one of hundreds, maybe thou
sands, of men who had their picture taken at First Baptist Church in Murray before leaving to
serve in World War II.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

NOTICE
The following are events which
may be of interest to the community.
•The Murray City Council will
meet at 6 30 p m Thursday at city
hall The agenda includes a public
hearing on the city's 2004-05
budget on which the council
members will vote later in the
meeting
•The Calloway County Board
of Education will hold a specialcalled board meeting Friday at 6
p m. in the board office regarding
superintendent candidates and
meetings
other
scheduling
Additional special meetings are
scheduled for Monday, Tuesday
and Thursday. June 3, at 6 p m at
the board office
II County offices will be closed
on Monday May 31. in observance of the Memorial Day holiday.
• Murray Electric System will
be closed Memorial Day and will
reopen June 1 at 7 30 a m
•To report a newsworthy note
tor the Town Crier, call 753-1916

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A 24-year-old Hickman man was
arrested on multiple charges,
including drug and alcohol offenses,
after he fled the scene of a traffic
stop Tuesday night.
Maurice Thorpe was pulled over
tor speeding at 11:49 p.m. Tuesday
at the intersection of 16th Street and
Diuguid Drive, Murray Police
Department Detective Capt. Eddie
Rollins said

WEATHER
Tonight will see
heavy rains.
Thursday will
have partly cloudy
skies with highs in
the upper 80s.
Friday will be
partly cloudy with
highs in the 80s.
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SheriflPolicelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department
IN A caller reported farm machinery
fire on Ky. 94 West and Robertson
Road at 2:31 p.m. Monday.
Calloway County Fire and Rescue
was notified. •
• Hay bales were reported on fire
on Ky. 94 West and Robertson
Road at 4:53 p.m. Monday. CCFR
was notified.
II A mobile home fire was reported
on Cassity Lane at 1:01 a.m.
Tuesday. CCFR was notified. After
it was put out, officials said it might
rekindle, but there was nothing left
to burn. The state fire marshall
was expected on the scene
Wednesday.
• A caller from a pay phone at
East Y Grocery reported at 1:58
a.m. Tuesday a neighbor was
assaulted.
Murray Police Department
• Juveniles were reported fighting
at 6:03 p.m. Tuesday at
Speedway.
• Extra patrol was requested
Tuesday at North 17th Street
because of prowlers.
— Information is obtained from
reports, logs and citations from
various agencies.
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From Front
sent to Walter Reed Medical Center
in Portsmouth. Va., for an unrelated
medical consultation. Arellano said.
Baker. who could not be reached
for comment Tuesday, stayed at
Walter Reed until his discharge
from the military in April.
Arellano said a February 2003
investigation into the injury concluded that it was a -foreseeable
consequence- of the drill and no
soldiers were disciplined.
Arellano and England said drills
like the one Baker was injured in are
done on a regular basis to train soldiers about how to subdue uncoop-

erative detainees with a minimum
of force.
England said the lieutenant from
the 303rd company who ran the drill
did not know Baker was an
American soldier playing the part of
a detainee. Arellano said the
Michigan soldiers probably would
not have known Baker on sight.
England said the soldiers
involved "want to do it right" but
may have gone too far in handling
Baker.
"They're hyped up," England
said. "They just exerted too much
force and he was resisting. They're
thinking this was the real thing."
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legislation passed in 2000.
The Kentucky Supreme Court in
October declared the legislation
unconstitutional.
"This refund — that's their
money," Donna Early, executive
secretary of the Judicial Form
Retirement System, said in a telephone interview. "It's not taxpayers' money. It actually belongs to
these legislators who were paying
the higher contribution in anticipation" of an increased benefit.
The legislative pension is unlike
those of other public employees in
Kentucky because legislators are
paid for each day spent on legislative business, not an annual salary.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
court ruling that struck down a legislative pension increase will result
in a refund of about $473,000 to
148 current and former members of
the General Assembly.
For most, the refund will be
about $3,650. Fifteen former legislators would receive about $2,600
apiece, according to figures supplied by the Legislative Research
Commission and the Judicial Form
Retirement System, which administers the legislative pension plan.
The money was withheld from
legislators' paychecks in anticipation of retirement benefits being
substantially increased as a result of
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A tractor trails a bailing machine that will turn a line into a neat round circle of hay, such as the
one shown in the foreground, in a field along Ky. 121 Tuesday afternoon.
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Rollins said Thorpe fled the
scene of the traffic stop and was
arrested after a brief foot pursuit.
When he ran, police found 5.3
grams of crack cocaine on the
ground. Officers later found a large
amount of cash on Thorpe.
-The cocaine was discovered
when he ran and the cash was on
him." Rollins said.
He was charged with trafficking
cocaine, fleeing and evading, speeding, first-offense driving under the
influence and having no operator's
license, according to MPD.
Thorpe was lodged in the
Calloway County jail. No bond had
been set, a jail spokeswoman said
this morning.
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Intelligence suggests terrorists in U.S. for major attack
By CURT ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Homeland Security Secretary Tom
Ridge said Wednesday that new
information on a terrorist threat
against the United States "talks
about an attack" but said there is no
need to raise the national alert level.
"I can confirm that we have seen
for the past several weeks a continuous stream of reporting that talks
about the possibility of attacks on
the United States," he said, "but not
unlike what we've seen for the past
several years."
Appearing on morning television
news shows in advance of a news
conference
later
scheduled
Wednesday by Attorney General
John Ashcroft and FBI Director
Robert Mueller, Ridge said of potential terrorists on U.S. soil: "It's our
job, obviously, to try to identify who
they are and apprehend them."
U.S. counterterrorism and law
enforcement officials had said
Tuesday that new intelligence indi-

cates that a group of terrorists
already deployed inside the United
States is preparing to launch a major
attack this summer. This infomiation was described by a senior counterterrorism official on condition of
anonymity as extremely credible
and backed by an unusually high
level of corroboration.
But Ridge, interviewed on
NBC's "Today" show, said there are
no current plans to lift the national
alert status from Code Yellow,
where it currently stands. That's the
midlevel alert level on a five-step
warning program, higher than green
and blue but lower than orange and
red.
"First of all, every day we take a
look at the overall threat reporting
that we receive," Ridge said.
"There's not a consensus within the
administration that we need to raise
the threat level.... We do not need to
raise the threat level to increase
security. Right now, there's no need
to put the entire country on a (elevated) national alert."
"At some of the higher-profile

events, you had better believe there
will be additional security," Ridge
said on CBS's -The Early Show."
The intelligence does not include
a time, place or method of attack but
is among the most disturbing
received by the government since
the al-Qaida attacks of Sept. Ii,
2001, the senior counterterrorism
official said.
"There is clearly a steady drumbeat of information that they are
going to attack and hit us hard," the
official said.
Ashcroft and Mueller were to
outline an intensive effort by law
enforcement, intelligence and homeland security officials to detect and
disrupt any potential plots. And the
FBI was dispatching a bulletin to
some 18,000 state and local law
enforcement agencies warning of
the threat.
Beginning with Saturday's dedication of the ,new World War 11
Memorial in Washington, the summer presents a number of high-profile targets in the United States.
They include the G-8 summit in

Georgia next month that will attract
top officials from some of America's
closest allies, plus the Democratic
National Convention in Boston in
July and the Republican National
Convention in August in New York
City.
The FBI and Homeland Security
Department also are concerned
about so-called soft targets such as
shopping malls anywhere in the
United States that offer a far less
protected environment than a political convention hall.
Of special concern, the counterterrorism official said, is the possibility that terrorists may possess and
use a chemical, biological or radiological weapon that could cause
much more damage and casualties
than a conventional bomb.
Los Angeles police held a news
conference Tuesday to reassure the
public.
"We would be foolhardy to
ignore those statements, but I think
it would be irresponsible to panic,"
said John Miller, head of the LAPD
counterterrorism bureau.

New York Police Commissioner
Raymond Kelly said city officials
had not been advised that terrorists
were plotting an attack there.
"We are receiving highly sensitive intelligence information on a
regular basis, including today, and
there is nothing in that reporting to
indicate a specific threat or looming
attack agaihst New York City,"
Kelly said in a statement late
Tuesday.
The FBI already has created a
special task force that is focused
solely on dealing with this summer's
threat. The task force, whose existence until recently was classified, is
intended to ensure that no valuable
bits of information or intelligence
fall through the cracks, as happened
before the Sept; II attacks.
Other actions to be taken include
new FBI interviews with people
who may have provided valuable
information in the past, distribution
of photos of individuals sought for
questioning and a fresh examination
of older investigative leads to determine w hether they might point to

elements of the summer plot.
U.S. authorities have said repeatedly that al-Qaida is determined to
mount an attack on U.S. soil, in part
to announce to the world that it
remains capable of doing so despite
the money and effort that has gone
into homeland security since the
Sept. II attacks.
There also is concern terrorists
might try to mount an attack to coin
cide with the November election
The political fallout from the Man.h
II train bombings in Spain taught
al-Qaida that an attack timed to an
election can have a major impau
Spain's former ruling part) ‘k
ousted in the voting that followed
the bombing. which killed 191 and
injured more than 2.(x)0.
The official did not say how
many suspected al-Qaida or tithe,
terrorist operatives are belie \ ed iii
the country. whether they made their
way into the United States recently
or have been here for some time.
Special security attention already
is being focused to the nation's rail.
,uhl‘1/4 ay and bus line'.

U.S. troops capture key lieutenant of radical cleric in overnight clashes
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — U.S.
troops captured a key lieutenant of
radical Shiite leader Muqtada • alSadr during overnight clashes in
Najaf that killed 24 people and
wounded nearly 50, hospital and
militia officials said.
Riyadh al-Noun, al-Sadr's brother-in-law, offered no resistance
when American troops raided his
home during a series of clashes in
this Shiite holy city, according to
Azhar al-Kinani. a staffer in alSadr's office in Najaf.
The capture of al.-Nouri would be
a major blow to al-Sadr's al-Mahdi
Army, which has been battling
coalition forces since early April.
AI-Sadr launched his uprising in
response to a crackdown by c,oalition authorities who announced an
arrest warrant against him in the
April 2003 assassination of a modAP Photo
erate cleric in Najaf.
Men demonstrate against the U.S. occupation after one of the
In Baghdad. diplomatic sources most sacred shrines of Shia Islam in Najaf, Iraq, suffered damconfirmed reports published today
age during clashes between U.S. forces and militiamen that
that Dr. Hussain al-Shahristani, a
at least 13 Iraqis, some of them civilians Tuesday.
science adviser to the Iraqi govern- killed
Elsewhere, the Polish command
ment who spent years in Abu Ghraib country, since Russian expertise has
prison, was among several people played an important role in rev lying said a coalition base outside of
under consideration for the job of Iraq's electricity industry and other Karbala, 50 miles north of Najaf,
came under mortar fire late Tuesday.
prime minister of an interim govern- infrastructure.
ment to take power June 30. The
A roadside bomb exploded Demolition teams also defused three
sources, speaking on condition of Wednesday on Baghdad's Tahreer roadside bombs in the area. a
anonymity,emphasized that no deci- Square near a main bridge across the spokesman for the Polish-led multision had been made and other candi- Tigris river, damaging a U.S. Army national force said Wednesday.
The mortar rounds were fired at
dates were under consideration.
vehicle. There was no word on casuCamp Kilo, where mostly Bulgarian
Before the Iraq war, al- alties.
Shahristani was among the Iraqi
In Baqouba, about 30 miles troops are based, Maj. Slawomir
exiles who had insisted that Saddam northeast of Baghdad. five people Walenczykowski said. The attack
maintained weapons of mass were killed and seven others injured resulted in no injuries or damage.
Fighting escalated in Shiite areas
destruction. In February 2003; he when a roadside bomb exploded
told CBS' "60 Minutes" that such near a convoy including the police south of Baghdad in early April after
weapons may have been hidden in chief of Baladrixiz. The police chief, al-Sadr launched an uprising against
the U.S.-run occupation. Al-Sadr is
tunnels for a Baghdad subway that Ali Hussein, escaped injury.
never opened.
Despite his concerns about mass
destruction weapons, al-Shahristani
said in London in 2002 that he was
"extremely concerned of the consequences" of an invasion of Iraq on
the people Iraqi people.
With Purchase Of A New Computer
Also Wednesday, masked gunmen opened fire on a convoy taking
Russian technicians to work at a
Baghdad power station, killing two
We offer LOCAL set up, training & support!
and wounding at least five, Iraqi and
(This offer ends 5 p.m. Memorial Da')
Russian officials said. It was only
the latest attack on employees with
the Interenergoservis company.
In Moscow, the executive direcCOMPUTER PLACE
tor of the company, Alexander
Rybinsky, said Wednesday the firm
would evacuate all its staff from
Iraq. The attacks on the Russians
ON HWY. 121 S.E. OF MURRAY
could be an attempt to undermine
international efforts to rebuild the

sought in the April 2003 assassination of a moderate cleric in Najaf.
Al-Sadr's fighters have cleared
out of Karbala following weeks of
heavy clashes with U.S. and coalition forces. But clashes persist in
Najaf and its twin city, Kufa.
During the clashes overnight,
militants fired rocket-propelled
grenades and mortars during three
hours of skirmishes that ended about
dawn, residents said. Some
exchanges of fire were also reported
around the city's Revolution of 1920
Square.
Fighting around some of the holiest cities of Shia Islam has angered

many Shiites in Iraq and elsewhere
and has led to calls for both the
Americans and the militiamen to
pull back from the shrines.
On Tuesday, the Imam Ali shrine
in Najaf received slight damage.
Both U.S. and Shiite forces blamed
the other for the damage.
In the ambush on the Russian
workers, police said the group was
traveling in a bus when they were
attacked about a few hundred yards
from the Dora power station in
southwestern Baghdad. One Iraqi
was also killed, police said.
The wounded were taken to
Yarmouk Hospital, where Dr.

KEEP COOL WITH A
GE AIR CONDITIONER
• 6,(X)0 to 24,000 BTU
• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"We Service All Brands"
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

Adham Saadoun said sonic weie iri
serious condition.
It was the second fatal att.ic
it
emplo ecs
against
Interenereosery is this month.

EYES & EYEWEAR
DR. DOUGLAS VV. PAYNE
"Quality Lye(an-for the Entire family"
*Eye Exams for Glasses and
Contact Lenses
*Treatment of Eye Infections
*Large selection of frames to
fit any budget
*We, gladly accept the following
insurance:
AVESIS
Blue Cross & Blue Shield
Bluegrass Family Health
Briggs & Stratton INIVA I
MEDICARE
MEDICAID
United Health Care
VSP
and mosl others
1..icated in the Olmpic Plata nest
itt Los Portales - Murray
('all 753-5507
for our appointment '

Dreaming about building a new
home? Let us take you from
construction to completion, at a
rock bottom rate!

FREE LEXMARK
ALL-IN-ONE PRINTER
Complete System for $799

436-5933

Campbell Realty
wishes to congratulate its Top Producers
for the month of April.
To Have This
Experience
Working For
You Call
Melanie Koehler
Top Selling Agent

270-759-8780

hitti

Judy Denton
Top Listing Agent

CAMPBELL REALTY
fr4.1:r.

1201 Main Street • Murray •(270) 759-8780
www.bcampbellrealty.com

Frankly, your timing couldn't be better! The Murray Bank is now offering a very' special con/struction loan at a rate you can't afford to pass up. And to simplify the process, lock into an
/ equally' appealing rate for your permanent mortgage loan at the same time, while these fantastic
rates are still available. But as the story goes, good things don't last forever and these special
rates are no exception to the rule. So hurry in to The Murray Bank or call us today for details.
We'll help you build the home of your dreams at a rate so low, you'll think you're dreaming!

4)
Murray Bank
The

now that's value!

405 South 12th Street * 700 North 12th Street * 270-753-5626

Member FDIC

270-753-5626 • www.themurravbank.com
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

Pt!BUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.

Real change
takes time
Nearly six months t011owing
important to
inauguration.
let lect on the changes that are makIscutucky a better place to live.
work, and raise
family. I was
..lected governor
all a inundate
•,, change the
ulture of state
government, create jobs and economic prosperity, and restore
hope to this
Guest Voice great
By Gov Ernie Commonwealth.
Fletcher
We are making
of
excellent
Kentucky
progress on
those goals by
first working to
the mess created by 32
cal s it metfectixe leadership.
1.‘ file we would like to accomplish this quickly, the fact is that
teal change takes time if it is to he
lasting.
Our first task was to streamline
state goxernment. I condensed
fourteen state cabinets to eight, saving about S5000)0 in cabinet secietary salaries, and appointed the
most qualified group of cabinet secietaries ever assembled in
Kentucky.
Less than one month after inauguration. our administration solved
the 5302 million fiscal year 2004
hu,Igt.'t deficit by bringing spending
under ciintrol and instituting effi,-iencies in every cabinet. I presented a tight, balanced, responsible
budget T and a tax modernization
plan that would create 7,0(X) new
ii,t1s. I eino‘e 330,(X) low-income
Kentuckians from the tax rolls and
towel 'taxes for 98% of
Kentuckians. My plan overhauls
Kentucky's antiquated. loopholeridden corporate tax system making
Kentucky inure attractoe for businesses and jobs.
'ffitiri whitely. the Democratic
leaders of the Kentucky House of
RepresentatRes chose not to work
in a bipartisan. bicameral way, and
neither a responsible state budget
nor the JOBS for Kentucky tax plan
received a vote. House Democrat
leadership failed every Kentuckian
by leaving Frankfort without performing their constitutional mandato to pass a state budget.
We are working hard to root out
waste. fraud, abuse and inefficiency. I abolished the former
Kentucky Racing Commission.
which was plagued with questionable business practices, and formed
the Kentucky Horse Racing
Authority. The Authority has a
new mission to regulate racing, promote our signature industry and
grow our economy.
Gone arc the days when state
employees could use a Procurement

card or "credit card" for purchaseswithout accountability. More than
1,300 cards have been revoked and
spending limits on remaining cards
have been reduced by $16 million.
A full investigation of this program
is now underway.
Prior to this administration, there
was little or no management over
the 535 vehicles owned and 68
vehides leased by the Parks
Department. We discovered 71
completely inoperable vehicles,
some without engines or doors, yet
the state was still wasting taxpayer
dollars to insure them — those •
insurance policies have been cancelled. We are moving aggressively to streamline fleet management
and ensure that the remaining stateowned vehicles are needed and
used efficiently.
Our administration announced a
criminal investigation into the
alleged embezzlement of tens of
thousands of dollars in state funds
by a former employee of the
Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet. An investigation is underway after the discovery
of nearly $500,000 in un-cashed
checks and credit card orders
stashed away in the desk of an
employee in the Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet.
Across state government, we've
limited access to the Internet to
help prevent time from being wasted on pornography and other inappropriate activity on computers.
We are insisting on workplace standards like dressing neatly and
appropriately, tucking in shirttails
and keeping hair trimmed so that
employees are a positive reflection,
of Kentucky.
Efficiency and effectiveness
were not hallmarks of state government during the past 32 years, but
through the newly-created
Governor's Office of Efficiency?,
significant cost savings and new
policies: they will be the standard.
We will continue to work to ensure
taxpayer dollars are not squandered.
We are leading the nation in our
effort to create a unified approach
to branding. Historically, hundreds
of logos were used to identify our
state with no coordination of the
message sent to prospective businesses, potential tourists, or families considering relocation. Now
Kentucky will have a "one vision.
one message, one brand!' collaborative approach to strengthen and
grow tourism and economic development and save over $2.5 million.
Although much has been done,
much work remains. Our administration is working diligently to
make Kentucky the kind of place
where dreams come true, where
opportunity is available and where
economic prosperity is abundant.
Thank you for the privilege of
serving as your Governor.

To the Editor.
A forgotten little cemetery on the east
side of town has been remembered. I woUld
like to say a public, thank you to JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins. the fiscal cowl and
Jailer Phil Haile for allowing some of the
nrrent nmates of our local- jail to clean
Miller Cemetery.
The cemetery had been all but lost to
small saplings and large weeds. I visited
the cemetery last Friday and could actually
so ilk to the graves of my family. Thanks
again for the hard work and for caring.
Mr. Clarence Pritchett has placed an
announcement in the paper trying to find
people whose family is buried here. We
would like to keep.this cemetery in good
condition. If you have family members
buried here and would be willing to help
keep this cemetery clean. please contact
Mr. Pritchett.

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Terrence Hunt

A Heavy Toll On Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) — Five months before
the election, President Bush confronts a grim
picture in Iraq of rising casualties, growing violence, skittish allies and Arab anger.
To the administration's dismay, the setbacks
have drowned out news of an improving economy at home and have pushed Iraq to the top of
Americans' concerns. Those anxieties have
helped drive down Bush's approval ratings to the
lowest point of his presidency and stirred deep
doubts about his handling of Iraq.
The numbers add up to serious political problems for a president seeking a second term.
"The air is coming out of the balloon right
now," said Kathryn Dunn Tenpas, a political
analyst at the Brookings Institution. "The support they had is eroding. They have to do some- t,
thing to stop the leak."
On the defensive. Bush delivered a primetime television address Monday night to try to
persuade the country that he has a clear strategy
to cut through the chaos and produce a democratic and peaceful Iraq. But even as Bush outlined his plan, the White House was unable to
say what price America would have to pay in
lives or money in Iraq or how long U.S. troops
would have to remain there.
Bush offered nothing new in his speech — he
reiterated his determination to see a new democratic government installed in Iraq even if it
means sending more U.S. troops beyond the
138,000 already there.
Words alone have not been enough to convince the world about Bush's strategy.
"This is really going to be determined by
events in Iraq," said Emory University politics
professor Merle Black. "Obviously they're not
in his control. You can't talk your way out of
what's going on in Iraq."
Nearly 800 Americans have died since the
United States went to war on the premise that
Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass
destruction that posed a dire threat to America
and the rest of the world. More than a year of
searching has failed to turn up any sign of the
suspected weapons.
Even among Republican allies — and from
U.S. military circles — there is criticism of

To the Editor,
When we decided to host an exchange
students last summer, we were expecting to
place her in the Calloway County School
System as we are residents of Calloway
County. We were disappointed to learn that
Calloway County High School had a limit
of three exchange students per school year.
and would not accept our students because
of their quota had already been filled.
Fortunately. Murray High School would
enroll our exchange students, and we made
arrangements for Michaela to attend. We
were glad that the Murray Independent
School System has that policy. It has been a
pleasure to host our students and we have
enjoyed working with the teachers and
administrators at Murray High School.

YOUR

13.0ARINQS,

unteer soldiers for a U.S.-led international force
Bush's policies.
endorse the June 30 handover of political
and
Republican Sen. Richard G. Lugar, chairman
to an interim Iraqi government.
power
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
now there's not a lot of confidence
"Right
solid
offer
to
failed
faulted Bush for having
that they can secure the environment for an entiplans for Iraq's future. Sen. Chuck Hagel, Rty to take over and successfully exert authority,"
Neb., said Bush was running Iraq policy in a
Goldgeier said.
vacuum."To essentially hold himself hostage to
In the year since Bush declared an end to
two or three key advisers and never reach
major combat, the news from Iraq has grown
beyond that is very dangerous for a president,"
steadily worse with unabated violence and —
Hagel said.
most recently — evidence of Iraqi prisoner abusBush's search for more allies in Iraq — and
more troops and money — has produced meager es by U.S. troops. Pictures of GIs threatening
and humiliating detainees have outraged the
results.
Arab world, giving ammunition to those who
"There has been little compromise coming
U.S. behavior.
denounce
typiEuropeans
the
and
administration
the
out of
"Early on in the conflict in Iraq, I think peocally are disappointed because they would like
ple placed their faith in the president — that this
to hear more of an expression of 'mistakes were
was the right thing to do," said Tenpas, the
on
Council
a
made,— said James M. Goldgeier,
analyst. "Rank-and-file voters are
Brookings
the
at
served
who
analyst
Relations
Foreign
starting to question the soundness of this policy.
State Department and National Security Council
I think people are getting nervous that there is
during the Clinton administration.
not an end date."
Three countries, Spain, the Dominican
Republic and Honduras, have pulled their forces
out. On Monday, the United States and Britain
Terence Hunt has covered the White House
offered a U.N. resolution urging countries to vol- since the Reagan administration.

co policy a reality. Through the hard work
of our Congressional delegation, tobacco
farmers and others who have spent countWe think that exposing foreign students
less hours on the issue, tobacco buyout legto American people and American culture
islation has been brought to the forefront of
and allowing Americans to meet people
national debate. However, as most of you
from other cultures can help to foster
know, last year we fell just short of accomunderstanding in the world. Thanks again
plishing a fair tobacco buyout for tobacco
to all the people at Murray High School.
farm families and rural communities.
Sincerely,
We now ask for your help. The numbers
Pat and Janice Wilson show that tobacco buyout legislation posiNew Concord, Ky. tively affects more than just tobacco farm
families. It also helps rural businesses,
enhances local governments' tax receipts,
To the Editor,
and boosts the overall economic health of
Imagine a business coming to Kentucky
bilrural communities. Tobacco farmers have
$2.5
than
that would bring home more
made their voice heard in Washington. we
lion of federal dollars, create 7,000 new
jobs spread out over our entire 120 counties now ask that you speak up as well.
It is important for Congressional leaders
and make our farmers more competitive in
to understand that tobacco buyout legislathe world marketplace.
tion will benefit all aspects of tobacco
There is legislation introduced in
you
If
communities.
Kentucky
dependent
same
the
Washington that could have
are a banker, local businessman or woman,
impact and, with your help, we hope to
make the dream of reforming federal tobac- city official, real estate agent, automobile

OUR READERS WRITE
Cyndy Satterwhite
Murray. Ky.

You've izr

dealer or just a concerned citizen who cares
about your community, please fax a short
note to Congressional leadership letting
them know what a tobacco buyout means
to you or your business. Also please send
one of us a copy. We'd love to know you
are helping us build support for this much
needed legislation.
The fax number for Speaker of the
House Dennis Hastert is 202-225-0697. To
reach House Majority leader Tom Delay by
fax, the number is 202-225-5241. Thanks for your help. Together we can create jobs
and revitalize our rural communities.
Sam Moore
President
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Henry West
President
Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association
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Atlanta chemical fire slowly being extinguished

Obituaries
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
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& Crematory
753-7000

753-8888

Autry Vandyke
Autry Vandyke, 64, U.S. 641 North, Murray, died Tuesday. May 25,
2004, at 9 p.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
He had been a driver for Paschall Truck Lines since 1983.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Bobbye Jo Thorn
Mrs. Bobbye Jo Thorn, 66, Jackson School Road, Benton, died Tuesday,
May 25, 2004, at 9:45 a.m. at her home.
Former owner of Thorn Grocery. she formerly worked at Conalco,
Benton. She was a member of New Harmony Baptist Church.
Her father, Joe C. Harrison, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Edwin W.(Dub) Thorn; one son, Joe
Daryl Thorn, her mother, Mrs. Willoby Coursey Harrison, two grandchildren, Aaron Thorn and Zachary Thorn, two stepgrandchildren, Kris
DeMyer and Kevin DeMyer, one brother, Bennie D. Harrison, and one
nephew, Joey Harrison, all of Benton; several aunts and uncles.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. David Brasher and the Rev. Roy Gibson will officiate. Burial will follow in Middle Fork Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Middle Fork Cemetery Fund,
do Joe D. Thorn, 373 Brezzell School Road, Benton, Ky., 42025.

Mrs. Ellen Marie Wilson
Mrs. Ellen Marie Wilson, 81, Jonesboro, Ark.. died Saturday. May 22,
2004, at 3 p.m. at St. Bernard's Hospital, Jonesboro. Her death followed an
extended illness.
Her husband, Aubrey 0. Wilson. and three brothers all preceded her in
death. Born July 29, 1922, she was the daughter of the late George Ashley
and Minnie Page Ashley.
Mrs. Wilson was a member of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Martha Green and husband, Joe,
Hazel, Ky., and Mrs. Sandra Wallace and husband, G.W., Hickory Ridge,
Ark.; one son, Aubrey Wilson Jr. and wife, Sharon, Cherokee Village, Ark.;
one stepson, Willis A. Wilson, McCammon, Idaho; seven grandchildren;
two stepgrandchildren; three great-grandchildren; three stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral was at Langford Funeral Home, Jonesboro. Her sons-in-law
conducted the service. Music was by her granddaughter, JoAnne Green.
Burial was in the Keller's Chapel Cemetery, Jonesboro.

Mrs. Louise Moore Myrnale
Mrs. Louise Moore Plymale, 851, Townsend, Mont., died Sunday, May 2,
2004, at Broadwater Health Center. Townsend, where she had been a resident for several years.
Her husband, Wayne K. Plymale, to whom she was married Dec. 23,
1956, preceded her in death. Nine siblings, Robert, Cletis, Ortis, Douglas,
Jesse, Coy, Aubrey, Elwood and Preston Moore, also preceded her in death.
Born Aug. 28, 1918, in Calloway County. Ky., she was the daughter of the
late Guy Moore and Cora Bazzell Moore.
Survivors include three sons, Dwain Plymale, William Plymale and wife,
Audrey, and Randy Plymale, all of Townsend. Mont.; three granddaughters,
Lynette. LeAnn and Amanda Plymale; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy N. Wagar,
Murray, Ky.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Elwood Moore, Oneida, Ky.; several nieces
and nephews living in Kentucky and Michigan.
A memorial service was held at the Broadwater Health Center. Retz
Funeral Home of Helena, Mont., was in charge of arrayments.

CONYERS, Ga. (AP) - A
chemical warehouse fire that sent a
huge plume of chlorine-tinged
smoke into the air and forced the
evacuation of thousands of residents
was slowly being extinguished early
today.
Authorities hoped to allow residents to return to their homes this
evening, but only if the wind and
firefighting efforts kept the blaze
and smoke at bay.
Several thousand residents were
evacuated within a 1 I/2-mile radius
of the fire that began around 4 a.m.
Tuesday. Last night about 500 people sought shelter in two local
schools, Rockdale County Sheriff
Jeff Wigington said.
Although the fire is still under
investigation, Rockdale Fire Chief
Henry Argo said Wednesday morning that nothing seemed suspicious.
The blaze at the BioLab Inc.
warehouse was fueled by 125 tons
of dry chlorine pellets. The smoke
closed Interstate 20 for hours, and
secondary roads near the warehouse
were expected to remain closed well
into today.
Wigington expanded the evacuation zone throughout much of
Conyers and eastern Rockdale
°County, and only some of those
areas were reopened by dawn today.
"We're dealing with wind issues.
We're dealing with other chemicals
if they come upon them," sheriff's
office spokeswoman Jody Shupe
said. "They're still sifting through
all the matter that is within the fire,
and as other issues arise, we'll have
to handle them accordingly."
Ruby Knauers, who was among
thousands forced to leave their
homes, said she left because the
strong chlorine smell that permeated
her house.
"You could feel the burning. You
started feeling like you wanted to
cough or throw up," said Knauers,
who lives less than a quarter mile
from the warehouse, where chlorine
and other chemicals for pools and
spas were stored.
Fire
and
Insurance
State
Commissioner John Oxendine
called it the biggest fire in at least a
decade in Georgia and predicted it

Brand-name drug prices
are rising much faster
(AP) WASHINGTON
Changes in Medicare will do little
to shield older Americans from drug
prices that are going up much faster
than inflation, say two groups
pressing for lower drug prices.
AARP and the consumer group
Families USA released separate
studies Tuesday that show prices for
brand-name prescription medicines
rose at more than three times the
rate of overall inflation last year and
that the rate of increase has accelerated in recent years.
They said the widening gap
between drug prices and general
inflation is diminishing the purchasing power of older Americans who
receive increases in Social Security
based on the Consumer Price Index.
The index is the government's most
closely watched inflation measure.
Families USA fought Medicare
legislation last year that created a
drug discount card that goes into
effect next week and prescription
drug insurance that starts in 2006.
The group argued the bill shortchanged consumers and rewarded
insurers and drug makers. The 35
million-member AARP gave the
bill its blessing. widely viewed as a
key reason it was approved.
Now, both groups assert that the
new law lacks provisions to alter
the trend of rising pharmaceutical
prices. They want drug imports
legalized and the government to
have the authority to negotiate

Medicare prices with drug makers.
"If the price of drugs keeps
going up faster than inflation, it will
become more and more difficult for
consumers, especially older consumers, to be able to afford them,"
said John Rother, AARP's policy
director. AARP also has asked pharmaceutical companies to limit price
increases to inflation, but the
responses have not been encouraging, AARP spokesman Steve Hahn
said.
The average price increase for
the top 30 brand-name drugs used
by older Americans was 6.5 percent
last year, the Families USA report
said. AARP's study showed an
average 6.9 percent price increase
for nearly 200 drugs. Inflation in
general was 1.9 percent.
Since 2000, the drug prices have
risen 27.6 percent, AARP said.
General inflation was 9.3 percent
for the same period.
Prices increased between 6.9
percent and 9.9 percent last year for
the five leading drugs in terms of
sales - cholesterol-reducing
Lipitor, the blood thinner Plavix.
Fosamax for osteoporosis, the
blood pressure drug islorvasc and
Celebrex, a pain reliever - the
Families USA study said.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics,
which compiles the Consumer Price
Index, said prescription prices rose
by only 2.5 percent last year, but
that also includes generic drugs.

.4
1st ANNUAL COOKOUT(
Saturday, May 29
FREE FOOD • GREAT MUSIC • GRAND PRIZE GIVEAWAYS
PLUS Take The Time To Drive One Of Our Fine Pre-Owned Vehiclee!

Lotated On 94E •6 Milos From Murray • 759-5368

UGLY ROOF STAINS
AWAY®
Roof-Brite®
Since 1968

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

Ariz. Supreme Court lets stand ruling upholding gay marriage ban
PHOENIX (AP)- A gay couple's challenge to Arizona's ban on
same-sex marriages has been turned
away by the state Supreme Court.
Without comment Tuesday, the
state's highest court let stand an
appeals court ruling that upheld the
1996 state law.
Phoenix couple Don Standhardt
and Tod Keltner in December asked
the high court to review the Court of
Appeals decision, arguing the
statute discriminates against gay
couples and their children by violat-

for DI(.4)tInt ,,

WWW.ARBROOF COM

marriage. It found that the state has
a rational basis for prohibiting
same-sex marriage because of goals
related to procreation and childrearing.

Standhardt and Keltner were
denied a marriage license in
Maricopa County. according to their
original lawsuit, filed July 7.
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ing the state Constitution's privacy
and equal treatment clauses.
The Court of Appeals had held in
October that there is no fundamental
constitutional .right to same-sex
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A miles-long cloud of chlorine-tinged smoke pours from a chemical warehouse fire in Conyers.
Ga., Tuesday. The smoke prompted the evacuation of hundreds of homes and forced the temporary closure of a major interstate highway. A five-mile radius around the warehouse owned by
BioLab was effected, said Buzz Weiss, spokesman for the Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.
An area high school and elemenExperts said the calcium
could smolder for days.
No one was seriously injured in hypochlorite, which is used to treat tary school were set up as temporary.
the fire, but the plume of gray. green swimming pools and was stored in shelters for evacuees, whir whiled
and white smoke reached a half-mile the warehouse, is not combustible, away the hot day playing hoard
wide and more than 10 miles long, and does not ignite on its own. But games and snacking on tortilla chips
clearing downtown Conyers and once ignited, it can burn fiercely and and apples, watching helicopter
shots of the tire on local tele% istun
sending at least 300 to wait out the produce noxious chlorine gas.
Many of the evacuees, including stations.
fire in public school cafeterias.
The evacuation was “iluntary,
About 40 people went to hospi- nearly 1(10 nursing home residents,
officials asked people in the
but
attempt
than
rather
homes
their
fled
eyes
burning
of
tals complaining
and lungs. Most were treated and to wait it out by closing windows smoke plume to stay with friends
and turning off air conditioning. instead of going home Tuesda,
released.
Fire officials described the plume Temperatures neared 90 degrees night. They said the smoke cloud
would settle after the sun set.
as more irritating than dangerous. during the day.
"You could smell it. It looked like
"We want to apologize profusely
although the state Environmental
rolling in. I figured discretion
fog
a
caused.
we've
disruption
Protection Division was monitoring for the
There were no employees injured - was the better part of valor," said
air quality around the fire.
Argo said the blaze began with "a that's what's most important to us," Jeff Rutherford, who left his home
variety of chemical reactions." He said Monty Eckles, vice president of with his wife. Jessica, and sought
just
said it quickly overwhelmed the the Lawrenceville-based BioLab, refuge in one of the schools. "1
when
kicking
still
are
cats
the
hope
in
employees
450
has
which
and
warehouse's sprinkler system
we get home."
Convers.
spread beyond fire-resistant walls.
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starts 5/24/04 through 5/29/04
•

Great Low Rates On All Consumer Loans.
• Car Loans
• Boat Loans
• Consolidation Loans
Seated: Wanda Cohoon, Jane Barnett
Standing: Dortha Stubblefield, Melody
McIntyre, Ann Parker

AUNION PLANTERS BANK
Murray Downtown, 101 S. 4th St • 753-1893
Universtiy Office, 515 N. 12th St. • 753-6151
South Manor Office, 611 S. 12th St. • 753-6161
IMPORTANT FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW
5.95% Annual Percentage Rate (APR) is available for applications received May 24 - 29. 2004
at Union Planters Banks in the Kentucky Counties of Ballard, Calloway, Graves, Livingston,
Marshall, and McCracken. All applications are subject to credit approval and must meet
certain minimum credit standards to obtain 5.95% APR. The 5.95% APR applies to new loans
and refinanced loans with a minimum of $7,500 and with a minimum of $7,500 in additional
principal. Must have direct debit from a UP checking account to apply. Not available on real
estate loans or commercial loans.
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Community
MIN=
Hazel Lions Club will
be selling bulbs and brooms

Wednesday, May 26, 2004

Weddle,

Award presented

Members of the Hazel Lions Club will be selling light bulbs and brooms in the city of Hazel
and the surrounding area on Thursday.
The group will begin their sales at 5:30 p.m.
For more information or to place an order
call Bro. Tim Cole, club president, at 492-8664.

MWC general meeting Thursday
Murray Woman's Club w ill have a general meeting and salad supper on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at
Jo's
the club house. Pat Harrington, program chairman,
Datebook will lead a memorial service for members who have
By Jo_ Burkeen died during the past year. Neva Grey Allbritten will
install the new officers. Hostesses will be members
Community
of the Sigma. Home and Theta Departments.
Editor

Clothes Closet will be open Thursday

Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will be open on Thursday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the church in Dexter. Featured are infants to
adult clothes which are free to those needing them. For information
call Linda Young at 437-4890.

4.

Murray Middle School Tiger Dance Squad will have a rebate day
at Captain D's Thursday. Patrons are encouraged to place their receipts
in the designated box on the counter for the squad.

Photo provided

Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 recently presented the
American History Award to Courtney Elder, an eighth grader at
Calloway County Middle School. Shown at the presentation is
Lodge member Colleen Anderson, Camp Director for Camp
Woodmen of the World.

Ihe Murray -Calloway County
Hospital Health Express will be
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Show.
On Saturday. June 5 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.. the Health Express
will he at the Trigg County
Women's Show in Cadiz offering
blood pressure checks, pulse, and
osteoporosis screenings at this stop.
There are three simple things
you can do before the test: For
the sake of convenience and time,
wear socks, anklets, or knee-high
stockings. Panty hose will have to
he removed. Remove ankle
bracelets and any other article of
jewelry from your ft and ankles.
They will interfere with the test.
If you have an open sore or cut
on either foot, inform the operator before being tested.
Heel screenings are appropriate for adults at a high risk of
osteoporosis including men and
women above the age of 45, individuals with a family history, and
those who are taking steroids.
Osteoporosis is responsible for
more than 1.5 million fractures
annually in the United States
including 300.000 hip fractures,
700,000 vertebral fractures, and
250,000 wrist fractures, so it is
important to have this screening
to ensure you do not become one
of these statistics.
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Compassionate Friends will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Damian A. Loveless

Health Express will
participate in show

For more information on the
Health Express. contact Myra Overby, Health Express Nurse at Murray-Callowav County Hospital, at
762-1837.

Sarah Elizabeth Luker and Damian Allen Loveless were married
Saturday, Dec. 20, 2003, at Full Gospel Tabernacle. Paducah.
Parents of the couple are Marc and Mary Margaret Luker and
David and Shirley Loveless, all of Benton.
Bro. Brian Harris officiated at the ceremony. Music was by Sister
Karen Harris, pianist, Paducah, Miranda Burnett, vocalist, Calvert City,
and Mark Davenport, recorded music, Paducah.
Mandy Mathis of Benton was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Stacy Moore, Murray, Jennifer Devane, Florida, Karen Schindler and
Blaire Poague, both of Lexington, and Beth Wyman. Murray.
The flower girl was Grace Hammett, daughter of Dr. Will Hammett and the late Dr. Tammy Hammett of Ohio. cousin of the bride.
Darren Loveless, Michigan, brother of the groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Kevin Hosick, Grand Rivers, cousin of the groom.
Jason Jones, Calvert City, and Sam Luker. brother of the bride. Allan
Smith and Travis Holland, all of Benton.
Ushers were Tim Atkinson, cousin of the bride. Ivor Ottway and
Andrew Powers, all of Paducah, and Jeremy Reed, Lexington.
The ring bearer was Dalton Loveless, son of Sherry and Darren
Loveless of Michigan. nephew of the groom.
Gtatat...0.41,er attendants were Emily Hammett and Katie DeWilde. COUSPA.S of the bride.
A reception followed the ceremony.
Servers were Amber Jones and Ashley Edwards, both of Murray.
The bride is a 1999 graduate of Marshall County High School and
a 2003 graduate with a degree in education of Murray State University. She is employed by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom is a 1994 graduate of Marshall County High School
and a 2003 graduate with a master's degree in administrative education. He is also employed by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The couple is residing in Murray.

Cunningham family
reunion to be June 19
CADIZ, Ky. — The 13th annual Cunningham reunion will be
Saturday, June 19, at Trigg County High School, Cadiz.
Visitation will begin at 10 a.m.
with the business meeting at 11
a.m. and "dinner on the grounds"
to follow shortly thereafter. Those

VACATION OIOLE SCHOOL

JUNE 1-4
9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Each Day
—
,
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MMS Dance Squad plans promotion

For Those 3 By
Sept. 1, 2003 to
6th Grade
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IST
BAPT
FIRSTMurray
, Kentucky
753-1854 • 203 S. 4th Street

attending are asked to bring a dish
to share, but barbecue and drinks
will be provided.
Jim Boren's Bluegrass Band of
Cadiz will provide the music.
The Cunningham family is one
of the frontier clans of West Kentucky; and descendants of William
Cunningham, the first settler in
Trigg County, have come far and
wide to the annual event.
Announcement of scholarship
awards as well as the election of
new officers, will be part of the
business meeting. Dcx)r prizes will
also be given for the oldest and
youngest in attendance as well as
the person who has traveled the
farthest distance.
For more information call Randy
Braboy, president, at 1-270-5221900; or Linda Rhudy. secretary,
at 1-270-522-7722; or Bill Cunningham. vice president. at 1-270388-5182.

4
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Big Sale

15

-40% Off
Selected Items

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room #1 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for
any parent who has lost a child or young adult through death. For
information call Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

a!

Mother to Mother Group to meet Thursday will

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
meet Thursday, at 10:30 a.m. in the park behind Calloway Public
Library, or if raining will meet inside the building. Featured will be
refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more information call Kim Jastremski, CLEC,
at 759-4746 or more information.

Magazine Club will meet Thursday
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday with Nancy Haverstock
as hostess.

Alpha members will collect book material
Members of Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
be at the club house to collect histories of businesses, churches and
communities, iricluding those that no longer are in existence Thursday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. This material will be
used in the book, "The Calloway County Family History," to be published soon.

Mini Gospel Jamboree at Glory Bound

Glory Bound will sponsor a Mini Gospel Jamboree at Weal, coin _
munity Center, Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray,,on Thursda‘ from
7 to 10 p.m. Featured will be James V. (Jim) Edwards, Ne Life,
The Basic Four, Sister Cheryl. April Arnold and Ron Lovvorn, Divine
Appointment and Brotherly Love. Proceeds of admission of $3 for
individual and $5 for couple with children free will go to the West
Kentucky Gospel Music Association. Also featured will be door prizes
and refreshments.

New Boy Scout Troop being organized

A new Boy Scout Troop organizational meeting will be Thursday
at 6:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. 5671
Crossland Rd., Hazel. This will be for boys between the ages of 1117 or going into sixth grade this fall through senior in high school.
All boys, parents and interested adults are invited, according to Ron
Hubbard Jr., BSA district commissioner, phone 437-4717.

NARFE Chapter will meet Friday

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter #0853 of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees Will meet Friday at noon at Holmes Family Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Murray. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Lassiter family reunion Saturday

Lassiter family reunion will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Murray. All family members and friends are invited.

Outland family reunion Sunday

Outland family reunion will be Sunday at the Dover Park. Dover,
Tenn. A potluck dinner will be served at 12:30 p.m. All family members and friends are invited to attend and asked to bring family pictures to share.

Art Guild seeking artists and craftsmen

Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., is seeking artists and craftsmen from across the region for its Holiday Gallery. This event features a wide variety of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional works of art
and craft. Jurying sessions will be held in early August. For information call the guild at 753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murrayky.net. The guild is open Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m., Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. or by appointment.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings at its stop
Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at First United Methodist Church,
Murray. For information call 762-1348.

Alexander to be featured on KET
Constance Alexander, columnist for the Murray Ledger & Times.
will be featured on the KET program, "Mixed Media," Saturday at
5 p.m.

NEW SHIPMENT:

Need the perfect place for all
your guests?

Potter9• Mexican Itenv.
Home raskion Items
f5ricial Registr.9
Open Tue -Sat 10 m -5p m
Located in the former
Hoffman's Patio Shop
Hwy. 94E, Murray, KY
Phone 270-767-0007
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We offer Wedding Group Rates

, Suitesfor the Bride & Groom • Meeting Boom Facilities

1

Book our rooms today!
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1210 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 759-5910
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Activities planned for the youth during the summer

Wedding

As the school year quickly
comes to an end, there are
many ways to be involved in 4H in the summer. We have
numerous
activities and
events for
youth and families during the
summer of
2004.
Three are
community
wide events
that 4-H is
Extension collaborating
Notes
with other
By
agencies on
Ginny Harper that are great
.Calloway
kid and family
County Agent friendly activifor 4-H/Youth
ties. They are
Development
Summer Fun
Days-Where
Character Counts, Hooked on
Fishing Not on Drugs and Summer in the Park.

Youth Centers of Calloway
County Schools, 4-H, Big Brother Big Sister, and Calloway
Migrant Education.
The first meeting will be
May 27 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at North Elementary School.
Supervised care will begin at
7:30 a.m. The theme will be
Arts and Humanities with a performance of the children at 3
p.m. Parents are welcome to
stay, but it is not mandatory.
There will be age appropriate
activities fore 3 to 12 year olds
with dance, theatre and art
activities planned.
On June 3 at the Chestnut
Street Park Pavilion, the theme
will be Hands-on Science and
Math. The children, instructors
and leaders will walk to the
City pool at 2 p.m. and should
be picked up at 4 p.m. at the
pool. The cost of each day will
be $5. All fees and forms are
due May 24 by noon. Limited
spaces are available.

Summer Fund Days-Where
Character Counts will be a collaborative effort of Resource and

The third annual Hooked on
Fishing Not on Drugs Fishing

r

event will be June 12 from 9
a.m. to noon at Ponderosa Fish
Farms in the southwest edge of
Calloway County. The forms to
participate must be turned in by
June 5.
The first 200 youth and children will receive a T-shirt and
fishing pole. This is a family
event. Youth qiust be accompanied by an adult.
The event partners are Calloway County ASAP. Big Brother Big Sister, Calloway County
Family Resource Center, Calloway County Middle Youth
Services Center, Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation, Wal-Mart, Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
and Calloway County 4-H.
Forms are available at the
Extension office, Wal-Mart
Sporting Goods, Park office Or
Family Resource Centers.
Summer in the Park (feeding
program) will be June I through
July 23. There will be supervised play from 10:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. with a free lunch in

the Chestnut Park at 11:30 a.m.
Youth under nine need to he
accompanied by an adult. Children and youth 2 to 18 are
welcome to participate.
This program is sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Education Food and School Nutrition.
City of Murray and Murray -Calloway County Parks and Recre-

ation.
Persons should call Doris
Clark Parham at 762-5429 or
the park office at 762-0344 to
sign up before June I.

Upcoming 4-H events
• Murray Elementary Safety
Days sponsored by Soil Conservation District May 26.
. MI Tagging of goats, lambs.
hogs and beef heifers May 27
from 4 to 7 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Expo center. Youth
who wish to participate in District Shows, State Fair of Calloway County 4H/FA Show of
Champions must bring animals
to be tagged.
• Horse Judging, Hippology
and Horse Bowl Teams depart
for state competition at Lesington June 14 to 16.

Mr. and Mrs. Adam Tarnowski
Shannon Faye Smith and Adam Patrick Tarnowski were married
Saturday. March 27, 2004, at New Home Missionary Baptist Church,
with Pastor Art Heinz of Hope Harbor Church in Murray officiating.
Parents of the couple are David and Martha Smith of the Brewers community, and David and Jaymi Tarnowski of Aurora.
'The bride chose April Smee, sister of the groom. as matron of
honor. Dara Smith, sister-in-law of the bride. and Cassie Kent served
as bridesmaids.
The groom chose Chris Smee, his brother-in-law. as best man.
Daniel Smith, brother of the bride, and Scotty Adams-Jones served
as groomsmen.
Ushers were Shawn Dunnaway and Deric Tarnowski, brother of
the groom.
The guest register attendant was Jenny Dunnaway. Grace and Joy
Tarnowski, sisters of the groom, handed out the wedding bulletins to
guests. Ashley McLeod ran the sound system.
A reception followed the ceremony at Hardin Missionary Baptist
Church in Hardin.
Reception coordinators were Susan Hardison of Benton and Jeri
Hooks of Princeton.
Those helping with the reception and serving were Laura Sheridan, Pat Stockhaus, Amanda Moreland, Libby Dandenau, Mary Moreland. Kate Bloodworth, David Hardison, Paul Hook. Donald Bloodworth, and Jennifer and James Strickland.
Decorations for the wedding and reception were by Betty Tolbert
of Benton.
On March 7, the women of New Home Missiorary Baptist Church
hosted a tea for the couple.
The bride is a 2002 graduate of Marshall Ccunty High School.
The groom is a 2002 graduate of Aurora Christie Academy.
After a honeymoon in Gatlinburg, the couple reticles at Early American Motel in Aurora where they are the new managers.

Bennett speaks to Kiwanis
111.•••

Jean Bennett spoke to the Murray Kiwanis Club at Pam's Deli
recently on the "Leadership Tomorrow" program. designed for juniors and seniors at both Calloway
County High and Murray High
Schools.
It originally was co-sponsored
by Leadership Murray Alumni and
the Chamber of Commerce. It
involves a large number of community members, businesses and
agencies.
One day a month during the
school year the., students atterld
"Days" where they learn more about
their community. Just a few of
the events were Agriculture Day
where the students visited farms,
Community Resource Day where
Jean Bennett
one of their activities was to learn
about the resources available at states " at because of Leadership
the Weaks Center. and many more Tomor4w he has a love for the
cotrun ity and values his educafun and interesting activities.
Bennett invites businesses, agen- tion.. nd that the program has
his life."
cies/organizations, and individuals chan
to 'invest in our future' by sponsoring a student for $100. Checks
should be made out to Leadership Tomorrow and mailed to Jean
Bennett, Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th St.. Murray. The
limit number of students that can
participate is 30. The $100 helps
to cover expenses for the students.
The speaker read a paper written by a student who has been a
participant this year. The student
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Phillips honored

Photo provided

Rev. Mark Earheart of Kirksey United Methodist Church, presents Dianna Harrison Phillips with a plaque honoring her for her
dedication to Kirksey. The presentation was made Saturday
during the community's inaugural Kirksey Day. Phillips, brother
Michael Harrison and Earheart devised Kirksey Day, which was
held behind Kirksey UMC and through support of community
residents and families affiliated with the 41-year-old Kirksey
Ballpark. Phillips and Harrison are the children of James
Harrison, one of the ballpark's original board members.

Mr. and Mrs. Hays in 1954
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hays of 90 Maplehurst,
Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, May 30.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church, 749 Poplar
Spring Dr., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Hays were married June 1,

Mr. and Mrs. Hays in 2004

1954, at the home of the late Rev. and Mrs.
H.P. Blankenship, Murray. Their attendants
were Jerry Don Lavender and Dot Farris.
Mrs. Hays, the former Nellie Mae Marshall, is the only child of the late George and
Lovena Barnett Marshall. She is retired from
medical and dental services.
Mr. Hays is the son of the late Porter and
Bessie Ezell Hays. He retired from Air Prod-

ucts of Calvert City after 36 years of service.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Donna Sanders
and husband, James Jr., Murray, and two sons,
Marc Hays and wife, Kathryn, Florida, and
Don Hays and wife, Lisa, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Hays have eight grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

Young Authors Camp
taking registrations
June
for
stops
nces
annou
s
Expres
Health
m
progra
r
summe
for
Space is still available in the
popular summer youth program.
"Young Authors Day ('amp.- to
he held June 7-11 on the campus
of Murra) State l'imersity.
Throughout the week. campers
w ill learn to enjoy writing through
a varlet) of acti‘ ities that promote the use of creativity. The camp
is a unique way for kids to enhance
and explore their writing skills.
Additionally
_ . campers will par-

ticipate in art activities and, group
acti‘ities including a daily trip to
the swimming pool.
Interested children between the
ages of 8 to 12 may register for
the young Authors Day Camp.
Registrations are currently being
taken. Camp space is limited.
For a camp brochure, or to register, call 762-3662 or 1800-6697654.

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks,
pulse, and lipid profiles at its stops
during the month of June.
The screenings are free to the
communities visited by Health
Express and are offered to detect
disease in its earliest stages when
there are often no symptoms of
disease.
Under most circumstances, cholesterol and triglyceride levels

During the month of June, the
should be checked every five years.
A cholesterol and triglyceride Health Express will make 17 stops
screening is free to every. Health to the following locations:
III Tuesday, Jane 1, 8:30 to
Express patron once every five
a.m. and 4:30 to 3 p.m.
11:30
testing
frequent
years. More '
Save-A-Lot in Murray;
requires a doctor's written pre- n Wednesday, June 2, 9 to 11
scription and costs $15. Annual
a.m. - Pon rosa in Draf:30
screenings 'are recommended for
and., 1 to 3 p.m. at Walfenville
diabetes patients.
Benton:
The cholesterol(HDULDL)and Mart,
• Thursday, JL4e 3, 9 to 11
triglyceride screening requires a :30 a.m. - Post
ice in Water
food fast (water only) for 12 to Valley and 12:30
2:30 p.m. 14 hours before.
Pilot Oak Church o ,Christ in Pilot
Oak, Tenn.;
• Tuesday, Junk 8, 8 to 11
a.m. - Weaks Combunity Center
in Murray:
• Wednesday, ne 9, 9 to
11:30 a.m.. - Aurora BQ in Aurora, and from 1 to 3 .m. at Blood
Center in Louisville.
River Baptist Associa on in Hardin;
Fairbear and Fairabear will
II Tuesday, June , 9 to 11:30
return to the state fair following a.m. and 12:30 p.m. o 2:30 p.m.
their statewide tour, during which - Wal-Mart in May Id;
III Wednesday, Jun 16, 8:30 to
they plan to attend more than 70
events. Don't miss the opportuni- 11:30 a.m. - Duncan in Murray
ty to meet Fairbear and Fairabear
and to learn more about the Kentucky State Fair.
For more information, go online
at www.kystatefair.org or call the
state Fair hotline at 502-367-5002.

Kentucky State Fair bears

Hazel Woman's Club

to be at local fair in June
The Kentucky State Fair's
adored mascots, Fairbear and
Fairabear, will visit the MurrayCalloway County Fair on June 16.
Fairbear and Fairabear will give
away the official Kentucky State
Fair giveaway, plenty of hugs and
information about the 2004 Kentucky State Fair.
The 100th Kentucky State Fair
will take place Aug. 19 to 29 at
the Kentucky Fair & Exposition

and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. - East Y
Grocery in Murray;
• Thursday, June 17, 8:30 to
II :30 a.m. - Office Depot in
Murray;
•Wednesday, June 23, 9 to 11
:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
- Wal-Mart in Paris„ Tenn.;
• Thursday, June 24, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
- First United Methodist Church
in Murray:
MI Monday, June 28, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. - Subway in Puryear,
Tenn. and from 1 to 3 p.m.- BB&T
Bank in Hazel:
•Thaiidaly. June 29. 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. to 3
p.m. - Wal-Mart in Murray.
Also available at these screenings is an Occult Blood Screening Kit. The cost is $4 and this
screening detects blood in the stool.
For more information on the June
Health Express schedule or about
the screenings offered, call 7621348.

HAP Y BIRTHDAY

BirthAnnouncements
Isaac Thomas Schwepker

Mr. and Mrs. David Schwepker of Murray are the parents of a
son, Isaac Thomas Schwepker, born on Friday, May 21, 2004, at 6:15
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds seven ounces and measured 21
3/4 inches. The mother is the former Kendra Parsons. Two brothers
•
are Evan, 4, and Luke, 3.
Maternal grandparents are Tom and Toni Parsons of Dyersburg,
Tenn. Paternal grandparents are Mrs. Mary Schwepker and the late
Charles Schwepker of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Maternal great-grandparents are Elizabeth and Joseph Popelmayer
of Canton, Ohio.
Photo provided

Inez Butterworth. left, scholarship chairman for the Hazel
Woman's Club. presents Brandy Watkins, right, senior at
Calloway County High School. a check for the Janie Story
Memorial Scholarship given each year by the club.

READ THE COMMUNITY
PAGES DAILY

cthanks/
aking thiS tint yeti', INCA 4 fiatti.f.
me In To See What's New...
Blooming Orchids
Campo de Fiori Pottery
egister For A Door Prize

May 28-31 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fri., Sat. & Mon.
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212
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ATTENTION
Fair Queen Contestants
Pageant will take place at
Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds
On June 15, 2004
Contestant must be a local resident
Queen will advance to KY State Fair Pageant
in Louisville in Jan. 2005
For more information call Nikki Crouch 437-4462

6th Season
Farmers and Consumers

Saturday Ma
where you'll find
The Bounty of The County"

Opening May 29th • 7:30 a.m til Noon

Ribbon Cutting 9 a
Memorial Day Weekend Spe
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Call 7 -7222 for Info.
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A Rare But Frightening Prospect

Senior
Health &
Fitness Day
is Friday
May 28 is Senior Health and
Fitness Day. If you're a senior
Kentuckian, it's a great time for you
to start adding or returning some
regular physical activity to your
schedule.
Regular physical activity can
make it easier to spend time relaxing. Exercise helps prevent or control heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, obesity, osteoporosis, and depression. Further, regular
physical activity can boost energy,
increase mental alertness, lift your
spirits, and even give you a better
night's sleep.
Of course, exercise helps maintain a healthy weight. Health
experts agree that one of the best
things a person can do for maintaining good physical and mental health
is achieving and keeping a healthy
weight. In fact, a healthy weight
can increase life expectancy and
improve quality of life by lowering
your risk for some diseases.
Before you start a fitness program or add a new physical activity,
check with your health care
provider. A doctor also can recommend appropriate physical activities that will promote healthy
weight maintenance and general
good health.
Here are a few pointers. Start
slow and build up to fitness. Aim
for 30 minutes of exercise four or
five times a week. You can do more,
but for most people, that's enough.
Find activities you truly enjoy.
Once you do, drop the ones you
don't like. You'll get a greater
health benefit when you enjoy your
activities.
Exercise with a spouse or friend.
Having company will help you stick
to your schedule—and you'll have
more fun.
Vary activities to keep your fitness fun and give your body a more
complete workout.
Senior Health and Fitness Day
also is a good time to make sure
your regular medical exams are up
to date. Call your doctor to see if
you need to get any of the preventive services recommended by
Medicare. These screenings can
lead to early detection of diseases
that can be treated before they
become worse problems.
Some of the .prevention and
screening services that Medicare
Part B covers include the following:
•flu and pneumococcal vaccinations
II colorectal cancer screenings
II diabetes monitoring and selfmanagement training
II mammograms,Pap tests, clinical breast exams, and pelvic exams
for women
• prostate-specific antigen
(PSA)tests and digital rectal exams
(prostate cancer screening) for men
•bone density measurements to
detect osteoporosis
• Hepatitis B vaccinations
III Tetanus vaccinations
For more information about senior health and fitness issues and
Medicare coverage, call 1 -800MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227) or
visit the Medicare Web site at
www.medicare.gov.

By MATTHEW BARAKAT
Associated Press Writer
McLEAN, Va.(AP) — The pain
in Carol Weihrer's eye was so
severe she decided to have it surgically removed, believing it was the
only way to get on with life.
Instead, the surgery was the
beginning of an unending nightmare. Her anesdiesip failed, leaving
her awake but paralyzed for a fivehour'surgery in which doctors cut
and gouged to remove her right eye.
"You feel really grueling pulling
on your eye, but you can't move to
relieve the pressure," Weihrer said
recently.
She felt no pain from the cutting,
because the painkilling portion of
the anesthesia was effective. But the
tremendous pressure exerted to
remove the eye was painful in its
own way.
"You're sure you'll die if you
can't let them know you're awake,
she said."And you think,'That'd be
fine, too, as long as this ends. And
then you think,'Maybe you did die
... and maybe you're in hell."
Since her ordeal in 1998, which
brought her an out-of-court settlement, she has suffered from posttraumatic stress disorder, and sleeps
in a chair because lying down triggers the feelings of fear and helplessness.
Weihrer, who lives in Reston, has
since dedicated her life to warning
of the dangers of anesthesia awareness and agitating for changes in
how doctors monitor a patient's
consciousness.
She has won significant attention
in the medical community, but some
anesthesiologists worry her campaign may be causing undue fear.

Roger Litwiller, a Roanoke anesthesiologist and president of the
of
Society
American
Anesthesiologists, said it's important to keep the issue in perspective
— that awareness during surgery
occurs only in about one or two of
every 1,0()0 procedures.
That perspective can sometimes
get lost. he said, when people hear
horror stories like Weihrer's.
"We meet people at a time when
they're very vulnerable," he said.
,"They don't need a whole lot of
extra things to worry about."
Even so, a hospital accreditation
organization plans to issue an alert
to hospitals about anesthesia awareness.
Robert Wise, of the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations, has spoken with Weihrer several times
about the issue. Since there are an
estimated 20 million surgical procedures a year requiring anesthesia,
even an incidence rate of 0.1 or 0.2
percent translates into a significant
problem.
"If you're one of those people,
it's a pretty awful side effect" that
can trigger later problems like posttraumatic stress disorder, Wise said.
In addition to giving interviews,
Weihrer has taken her campaign
directly to doctors. She has also testified on behalf of death-row
inmates facing lethal injection, who
are executed using some of the same
drugs that caused Weihrer's problem. That has led to concern from
some that the inmates are awake,
paralyzed and possibly in extreme
pain for several minutes before they
die.
As for prevention. Weihrer points

monitors in the operating room for
several years. Last year they
expanded use to the intensive care
unit for monitoring heavily. sedated
patients, said Barbara Jacobs, the
hospital's director of critical care.
"We want to make sure you're
not feeling anything," Jacobs said.
'it does not replace a human being
monitoring your vital signs, but it is
mother tool we have to make sure
you are properly sedated."
Weihrer said in her surgery - a
step she took because of recurring
problems from a rare cornea condition — the worst part was her inability to move. "It's like being
entombed," she said.
Sebel said he is perplexed by the
Society of Anesthesiology's cautious approach to the use of monitors.
"Anesthesiologists have their
head in the sand," he said. "I find
the profession's attitude to this pui-

AP Photo

Carol Weihrer talks to a group at the Trinity Methodist Church in
McLean. Va. Weihrer is speaking out about anesthesia awareness after her experience of feeling her surgery under general
anethesia during eye surgery.
to a simple, relatively inexpensive
brain activity monitor.
The technology, approved by the
Food and Drug Administration, is
called a bispectral index (HIS) monitor. The theory is that if a patient is
awake but paralyzed, it will show a
high level of awareness to alert the
anesthesiologist to adjust the medication and put the patient to sleep.
Litwiller contends the research is
inconclusive on a BIS monitor's
usefulness to an anesthesiologist.
Peter Sebel, anesthesiology pro-

lessor at Emory t.J111Nersity. led a
study last year that estimated 100
patients a day experience sonic form
of awareness during general anesthesia.
Sebel said it's hard to know
exactly how many cases of awareness are relatively minor, such as
coming to just as surgery ends. But
in severe cases, "it appears to affect
people in a very nasty way," he said.
Washington
George
At
University Hospital in Washington,
doctors have been using the HIS

Citing several studies, Sebel contends the HIS monitor can reduce
incidents of awareness by more than
80 percent. But Litwiller says the
studies, including Sebel's. are suspect because they were financed hy
the monitor's manufacturer. Aspect
Medical Systems.
"I am concerned that in addressiing this issue we use good science
that is not biased in any way."
Litwiller said.
Aspect Medical says its monitors
are available in about 30 percent of
hospital operating rooms, but their
use varies widely. The machine
itself costs abont 59,500. and the
single-use monitors cost $17.50
each, according to the company.

SUBSCRIBE!

Treatment should start before full-blown osteoporosis
By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer
CHICAGO(AP) — A study suggests some women might benefit
from taking bone-boosting drugs
earlier than many doctors recommend, because they can break bones
well before they develop fullfledged osteoporosis.
The study involved 149,524
white postmenopausal women, age
65 on average, who had bone density scans. Of the 2,259 who broke
bones during the following year, 82
percent had initial bone-density
scores indicating thinning bones but
not osteoporosis.
Only 18 percent of women with
fractures had scores at or above the
threshold many doctors use to define
osteoporosis and to prescribe drugs.
The study was led by Dr. Ethel
Sins at Columbia-Presbyterian
Medical Center and included
researchers from Merck & Co.,
which makes the osteoporosis drug
Fosamax and funded the study. A
Merck doctor participated in a committee that oversaw the study design

menopause and lose the bone-pro- full-blown osteoporosis — a boneand analysis. Sins said.
density score of minus 2.5 or less.
Experts not involved in the study tecting effects of estrogen.
They said a more reasonable
National Osteoporosis
The
said the data appear sound.
The researchers suggested doc- Foundation recommends bone den- approach would be using National
tors consider lowering the threshold sity screening for all women 65 and Osteoporosis Foundation guidelines
for prescribing osteoporosis drugs, older and for younger post- recommending that medication .be
especially for women who have cer- menopausal women with at least one considered for women with scores
tain risk factors that increase their other osteoporosis risk factor, of minus 2 or less; or minus 1.5 or
including smoking, low weight and less for those with at least one risk
chances of breaking a bone.
factor. However, bone-building
"My goal is not to sell medicine: family history of hip fracture.
Many doctors fail to screen medication costs around $70 monthmy goal is to inform the debate."
women. And when doctors do the ly and some insurers will not cover
Siris said.
appears in tests, they often do not prescribe it if'women do not have full-blown
The research
Monday's Archives of Internal medicine unless the results indicate osteoporosis, Serehro said.
Medicine.
Dr. Leonard Serebro of Ochsner
Clinic Foundation cautioned that •
while drug treatment can help prevent fractures in women with fullblown disease, more evidence is
needed to show the same benefit in
or anyone needing to raise money women with milder bone loss.
10 million
An estimated
Americans, mostly women, have
osteoporosis, and some 34 million
have low bone density and are at
risk of developing the disease, too.
Women's risk of developing osteoporosis increases as they enter
HAVE A WAY FOR YOU TO GET THE JOB DONE!"
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MSU athletics leap at idea of new broadcast station
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State athletics will now
have a longer reach on the airwaves after the university and
Forever Communications. Inc..
agreed to a three-year radio loadcast agreement last week.
Beginning in 2004-05, Murray
State football and men's basketball games will originate from
flagship station WFGE (Froggy
103.7 FM). Also, all Lady Racer
women's basketball games will he
broadcast for the first time exer.
The Lady Racers and •Breds
baseball will be carried on Forever Communications' WN BS 1340
AM.
Officials from MSU and station owner Forever Communica-

lions, Inc. announced the ness
agreement at a press conference
earlier today at the Regional Special Events Center.
"The opportunity to have our
broadcasts on a 100,000-watt FM
stations is unheard of for universities the size of Murray State
and we believe this will boost
our athletic programs significantly, as well as meet the mission
of the university," said MSU director of athletics E.W. Dennison.
"We believe this partnership
gives our existing fans a powerful station to have as our flagship, but also gives us the opportunity to attract new fans in the
Froggy listening area."
Christine Hilliard, president of
Forever Communications, Inc., said

the company received "overwhelming feedback" from listeners after WFGE broadcast the Racer
basketball team's games in the Ohio
Valley Conference and NCAA tournaments in March.
"Our radio stations have had a
working relationship with Murray
State for nearly 20 years," said

Hilliard. "It was an easy decision
to make a long-term commitment
to Murray State. We are also excited about forming a newly-expanded radio network to futher promote Murray State to other areas
outside of Kentucky."
WFGE will also broadcast the
weekly coaches' shows through-

103.7 FM and just as pleased to
be able to have Neal Bradley continue as our play-by-play announcer and host of our coaches' shows:
said Dennison.
Bradley has been the voice of
Racer sports since 1989 and will
be working his 17th football season in 2004. Nathan Higdon will
return as color analyst, according
to MSU assistant athletic director
Kenny Roth who serves as the executive producer of the MSU Sports
Network.
"We are so thankful to our corporate partners that have kept our
network profitable for the RACER
Foundation," said Roth. "We look
forward to offering them a 100,000watt FM station to meet their
advertising needs."

out the football and men's basketball seasons. WFGE is a
100,000-watt country music station offering an effective signal
which reaches 58 counties in parts
of Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri,
Illinois and Indiana.
"The 100,000-watt signal on
Froggy along with WNBS will
enable thousands of new fans to
listen to Murray State sports,"
Hilliard explained. "Now, listeners from as far as 70 miles away
from Murray will be able to hear
the games."
The MSU Sports Network had
a home at WBLN 103.7 FM for
many years, but a change in format caused the network to move
to 1340 AM in 1996.
"We are pleased to be back on

FOURTH DISTRICT TOURNAMENT

Masthay-ful Performance

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High pitcher Kaci Carpenter delivers to home plate
during the Lady Tigers' 6-0 victory over rival Marshall County during Fourth District Tournament action Tuesday at Calloway County High School.

Lady Tigers dance way back
to First Region Tournament

MIGHAEL DANN Ledgera Times photo

looked back
Murray High's Bryan Nixon takes his lead off first base Tuesday as he is
RBIs, while
two
with
3-for-3
going
hitter,
top
Tigers
the
was
Austin McCuiston. Nixon
at
Tournament
District
Fourth
the
in
runs
six
allowing
and
innings
five
just
mound, going

the regular season. But the junior
By MICHAEL DANN
felt particularly comfortable on the
Sports Writer
mound yesterday.
TV%
DRAFTENVILLE. K. —
"I just dig deep in situations
teams that were only separated by
fi‘c points in a recent coaches' like that.- Masthay said. "And they
poll and stand just 17 total runs actually thought about taking me
apart in runs scored this year, as out in the sixth inning, I'm sure
well as having nearly identical they're glad they didn't now."
Tiger skipper Cary Miller
season-ending standings. would
appear to mirror one another when explained that Masthay's performance was indicative of the southmeeting up on the diamond.
Vides% the names on the front paw's style.
"He's a competitor, he's tough
of the jerseys read Murray High
and he made a lot of good pitchand Calloway County.
Nothing could be further from es.- the coach said. "He pitched
the truth as the two crosstown well enough to win, and ultimately
rivals met Tuesday at Marshall that's what happened."
Meanwhile. Calloway Countered
County High School. in the first
round of the Fourth District Tour- with its sophomore ace Austin
McCuiston. McCuiston lasted 5
nament.
Record hooks didn't mean squat. 1/3 innings, allowing six runs on
nor did a recent First Region base- six hits and five strikeouts.
Unfohunately for Calloway (12ball poll and the season-ending stats.
The Tigers prevailed 10-4 over the 12), the Tigers set the tone in the
first inning, according to head coach
Lakers.
Steve Smith.
against
The win pitted Murray
"The first inning gave them all
Marshall County in the championship game of the district tour- the confidence and momentum that
nament, which was scheduled for they needed right from the gettoday at 4 p.m. The Marshals were go." Smith said. "We strike out
16-0 winners over Christian Fel- the first batter and he still winds
up on first base. When we don't
lowship in Tuesday's first game.
Junior southpaw Tim Masthay play well, that's what we do. We
pitched a complete game for his give away a lot of runs.
"Now, I'll give credit to Murfourth win of the year as Murray
ray — they came out aggressive,
-infproved to 15-7.
Masthay mowed down the Laker they played hard, they hit the ball
lineup, striking our nine and toss- and they played defense. We diding a four-hitter in seven innings. n't do much of any of that."
In the important first inning for
A complete game is nothing
unusual to Masthay. who pitched Murray, Kyle Erwin — who reached
in a recent 6-5 win over Heath in base on the dropped third strike

-- scored when Ryan Cobb was
hit by a McCuiston pitch with the
bases loaded. Masthay scored after
an Antonio Kendall slow roller to
first caused confusion.
Murray made the score 4.0
before Calloway was able to get
a run in the third and another in
the fourth to make it a 4-2 game.
David Free cranked a single
out in the second inning to plate
Colby Starks. McCuiston then hit
into a fielder's choice in the fourth
inning to score Taylor Thieke.
The Tigers again regained
momentum in the fifth inning to
take a 6-2 lead. The highlight for
the Murray High was Kendall's two..
run home run to deep center field
in the sixth inning that made the
score 8-2.
"Offensively. I felt like we did
a good job of putting the ball in
play," Miller said. "Our defense
played sporadic. hut we played
well when we had to. The big
thing was that Tim got us out of
a lot of situations with strikeouts."
Bryan Nixon went 3-for-3 on
the afternoon with two RBIs for
Murray. Kendall was 24014 with
three RBIs.
Free led the Laker offense by
going 2-for-4 and two RBIs at the
plate.
Smith admitted that he had a
bad feeling coming into district play.
and that feeling didn't subside at
game's end.
"I'm disappointed," Smith said.
"I've been disappointed with this
team for the last week-and-a-half

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor .
For Murray High head coach
Patty Patterson, Tuesday's Fourth
District Tournament elimination
against rival Marshall Coungame
pitcher
by Laker sophomore
full of questions.
was
ty
the
on
struggled
McCuiston
How would the Lady Tigers'
Marshall County High School.
hitters respond after being shut
out by Kalyn Fox and Calloway
County on Monday? What chal-t
lenges 'would an unfamiliar Marshall squad present? Could Murray ace Kaci Carpenter continue
her solid work from the day before?
Fortunately, Patterson didn't
have to wait long to find out the
answers.
The Lady Tigers — facing the
Lady Marshals for the first time
this season because inclement
weather forced the cancellation of
the teams' two regular-season meetings — quickly pounced on Marshall with two first-inning runs en
route to a dominating 6-0 victory at Calloway's Laker Field.
"I was very proud to see our
team come out the way they did
because I was nervous about it
all day long," Patterson noted. "I
worked all day (Tuesday) trying
to get them up for this game because
they were so down after what happened Monday"
Murray(21-10)wasted little time
getting
on the scoreboard as Megan
photo
DANN/Ledger&Times
MICHAEL
Snow and Christina Dunn reached
Tim Masthay threw a complete
base on back-to-back infield singame and struck out nine in
with one out in the first. Jorgles
the Tigers' 10-4 win over Cal- dan Huston later drove in both
loway.
runners with a two-out line drive
base hit over second base for the
now.
"I don't feel like we have played early 2-0 edge.
Those runs were more than
to our potential. I don't feel like
for Carpenter, who showed
enough
from
the commitment has been there
from pitching a comaffect
little
shown
it's
think
I
everybody. and
game on Monday by strikplete
the last two weeks," he contin- ing out eight while allowing the
ued.
Lady Marshals just three hits in
"I'm not pleased with much
seven innings.
that has gone on in the past week.
"I was very proud of Kaci."
said Patterson. "I didn't think she
We hit the tournament on a down
had her best stuff early on. but
swing. and that's not the way I
season."
the
end
to
wanted

she seemed to get better as the
game went on."
The Lady Tigers went back to
work offensively in the top of the
third inning, plating three more
runs on a single by Shaina Marinoff, a sacrifice fly from Huston
and a wild pitch for a 5-0 advantage. Murray was aided by four
Marshall errors in the frame.
MHS capped the scoring in the
fifth when Huston, who went 2for-3 in the game, knocked in her
fourth run of the afternoon with
triple to the right field fence that
scored Marinoff, who had reached
base on an infield single earlier
in the inning.
In all, the Lady Tigers pounded out nine hits in the contest.
Marinoff was also 2-for-3, while
Snow added two hits in four plate
appearances to highlight the Murray offense.
"I was very happy with the
way we hit the ball," Patterson
said. "I think virtually everybody
in the lineup wound up putting
the ball in play at some point.
"Jordan did a great job for us.
We really needed her bat to get
going. That was huge for her."
After going several years withi
out reaching the First Region Tournament, the Lady Tigers' have now
earned their second straight region
berth.
Patterson hopes the experience
her ball club garnered from last
season's title run will translate into
success during the upcoming regioh:
tournament, which begins Monddyat Ballard Memorial High School.
"I'm going to count on the fact
that our experience will help us,"
she said. "This is a huge thing
for our program.
"One of our goals this year
was to do something that no Murray High team has been able to
do, and that was to win the All
'A' regional and then be success:
ful in the region tournament at
the end of the season."
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Tiger Tennis Awards

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored 13N

State Auto
insurancs

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

Pa
19
24
20
25
22
23
23
21
do
IS
Central Division
L
•
18
27
Cincinnati
19
25
Chicago
20
25
Houston
21
23
Si Louis
21
22
Milwaukee
21
19
Prttsbuign
West Division
L
•
19
24
Los Angeles
20
25
San Diego
24
20
San Francisco
27
17
Colorado
28
17
Arizona

Philadelphia
Florida
New York
Atlanta
Montreal

The Murray High boys' tennis team was recently recognized at its annual season-ending banquet. Josh Dunn was
presented with the Leadership award, while Corey Purdue
received the Most Improved Award. Jonathan Chapman was
given the Spirit Award. The three Tigers - along with teammates Tucker Adams, Stephen Parker, Derek Nance and
Johathan Ra - each received a varsity letter.

The Murray High Lady Tiger tennis team was recognized
with awards at its recent banquet. Leanne Hewlett and Ellen
Hayman each received the Leadership Award. Addle Griffo
was given the Most Improved Award, while Blair Lane was
honored with the Semifinalist Award. Hewlett and Lane were
also awarded varsity letters.

558

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
GB
PcI
L
•
Boston
622
17
28
New York
591 1 1.2
18
26
6
Baltimore
488
21
20
10
400
27
18
Toronto
12
349
28
15
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pct GB
L
•
568
19
25
Chicago
19
25
Minnesota
568
4
477
23
21
Detroit
419 6 1,2
25
18
Cleveland
28
10
14
333
Kansas City
West Division
GB
Pot
644
Anaheim
16
.29
591 2 12
18
26
Texas
568 3 1 2
19
25
Oakland
36412 12
28
16
Seattle

GO
-

2
511
.4773 1 /2
10
333
PcI

GB

.5681 12
2
556
.5233 1/2
4
.512
2
475 5 1,
Pct

GB

.4554 1/2
386 7 1/2
8
378

rucks

Used Ca

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Notional Loewe Standings
All Times CDT
East Division

•

'esenhng

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock
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"Tuesday. Gems*
Boston 12 Oakland 2
Seattle 5 Cleveland 4. 12 risings
Tuesday's Games
NY Yankees 11 Baltimore 3
1
Atianta
Montreal 3,
Tampa Bay 6 Minnesota 1
NY Mets 5. Philadelphia 0
Texas 7. Chicago Whoa Sox 4
Cincnnati 5, Florida 2
Kansas City 4, Detroit 3
Houston 5, C-hcago Cubs 0
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles 5, Milwaukee 3
Anaheim (Colon 4-3) at Toronto (Ftentgen 2-3).
Pittsburgh at St Louis, pod rain
6
05 P m
San Diego 11, Colorado 6
Oakland (Redman 3-21 at Boston (Lowe 3-4).
San Francisco 4, Arizona I
6 05 p is
Wednesday's Games
Seattle (Moyer 2-2) at Cleveland (Sabatrua 2Atlanta (Ru Ortiz 4-4) at Montreal (L Hernandez
2). 6 05 p m
3-3). 605 pm
NY Yankees (Musena 5-4) at Baltimore (Lopez
Philadelphia (Myers 3-2) at N Y Mats (Ginter
3-2), 605 pm
1-0), 810 pm
Minnesota (Greisnger 1-3) at Tampa Bay (Bell
Florida (Phelps 0-0) at Cincinnati (Van Poppel
0-1) 615 pm
2.1). 810 pm
(Benoit 2-1) at Chicago While Sox
(Per
Texas
Chicago Cubs (Maddux 3-3) al Houston
(Loaiza 5-3) 7 05 p is
title4-1), 706 pm
Detroit (Knolls 1-0) at Kansas City (May 1-6).
Lea Angeles (Od Perez 2-3) at Milwaukee
7 10 p is
(Capuano 1-2), 705 pm
Games
Thursday's
(Marquis
Lours
St
at
3-3)
Pittsburgh (Benson
Detron (Robertson 3-3) at Kansas City
3-3). 710 pm
(B Anderson 1-6), 1 10 pm
San Diego (Eaton 1-4) at Colorado (Jennings
Minnesota (Silva 5-2) at Tampa Bay (Stan2-5). 805 pm
dodge 0-0), 1 15 pm
Arizona (Daigle 2-2) at San Francisco (Rueter
Oakland (Mulder 5-2) at Boston (Arroyo 2.1)
1-4), 905 pm
605 pm
Thursday's Games
Anaheim (Washburn 7-1) at Toronto (Halladay
Florida (Penny 5-2) at Cincinnati (Harang 4-1),
4-4), 605 pm
11 35 am
Seattle (Meche 1-4) at Cleveland (Westbrook 3Los Angeles (Weaver 3-5) at Milwaukee
2) 605 pm
(Sheets 4-3). t205 pm
NY Yankees (K Brown 5-1) at Baltimore (Pon Pillsburgh (Vogeisong 1.3) at St Louis (SvPipan
son 3-4), 605 pm
3-4). 12 10 pm
(Drese 2-1) at Chicago While Sox
Texas
4(Millwood
Philadelphia
Atlanta (Wright 2-5) at
(Buehrie 4-1) 705 pm
2), 605 pm

$19,988*

2004 Chev. Silverado Reg. Cab
Sak /II4410A

V-8 2.90Orrvies Plitt Pt 1r

$14,987*

2003 Pontiac Gr. Prix
Auto PriiiPt CO SP. ItGP5506

$30,998*

2003 Chevy Tahoe LT
4.2 i.eather 3rd Seat Ss *1T4506A

$16,988*

2003 Nissan Altima
25S Platinum SP O1C4'78A

$16,495*

2003 Ford Taurus SES
Law Miles Whte St. OTC-4499A

2003 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport
.

$18,995'

2003 Dodge Neon SXT

$10,986"

ma' &ite,'a,C Civad Seats WA

• u-r-

PL IC CD 5:. OCC6,5

clue

$13,995*

2003 Dodge Stratus SXT Sedan
Greer Auto NC PAN P/L PC CD St. CC6'7

$13,995*

2003 Dodge Stratus SXT Sedan
Gra.

1.CC.6•8

-.

A

$10,986*

2003 Dodge Neon SXT
Burg Auto NC PAN PI 1.,C Sly liCT5026A

2003 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo

518,988*

Blue Loaded St. aGT4389A

S18,488*

2003 Chevy Impala
Back ioaded-caded 'lox miles super sharp Stk OGP55-

$13,988'

2003 Chev. Tracker LT
V-6 low rives all power Stk. *614058A

$10,986*

2003 Dodge Neon SXT
Auto AC PAN Pt 24krn St. ICU'S

$19,995*

2003 Dodge Gr. Caravan SE
Jade, 5-6 auto . from & R AC PAN PL IC 261m 53

$12,995*

2003 Toyota Corolla
Very low miles, Nice Loaded' 5,00 oTC54 /5

$8,988*

2002 Chevy Cavalier
CD Sri. luGC4

A ,r

$21,995"

2002 Lincoln LS
-

.edner ioaCed

$15,987*

2002 Chevy Trailblazer
4.4 Pewter. St. O1C4498A

$23,988*

2002 GMC Sierra
Ext Cab 17 19e Miles Stk ItGP55rJ•

59,864'

2002 Toyota Corolla
2002 Chrysler Concord LXi

$15,995*

2002 Dodge 2500 Quad SLT

$26,950*

NC VW Pt T,C P Sea-

Saver Dese

-

$13,995*

2002 Nissan Frontier XE Ex Cab
Black auto Ph. AC only '61iri St.

518,988'

2002 Ford F-150 Reg. Cab 4x4
Low miles Super Pear Stk *61-4355 ir

510,798*

Nissan Sentra

2001

Auto . AC PP/V.

L St. OCC50218

513,988'

Chevy Camaro

2001

Auto V-6 P/W Pt St. IGP550'

At'eptance Capital

Softball Scores
08 Division
Walter's Pharmacy 8. Alpha Omega Pi 5
Pittman Trucking 7, Roy Hill Backhoe
Trucking 7
• Singles. RBI - K. Pittman. 0 Floyd.
S Morgan
• Doubles - K WinchesteT, D Poston
U10 Division

NT:* Attreeitt gage

(From Monday)
Sylvan Learning Center 7 Morningstar 5
• Pitcher - Lindsey Starner
IBEW 11, Sportable Scoreboards 0
• Pitchers for Sportable Scoreboards were
M. Pittenger, H. Armstrong and T. Futrell
• Home runs - kJ Gallimore (2 RB(s)
• Doubles - A Rdgers (2 RBIs), k Jones
(2 RB(s)

Corporation

$16,995*

Chevy Monte Carlo

2001

•_codecl Stli

2001

$14,495*

GMC Jimmy SLE
Mies St. OGP55"

*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
*MOST ALL CREDIT GRADES
*PAY Oki? YOUR citr)it CARDS
"'.1!CREDIT CHALLENGES/BA\KRUPTUES
Al'632 SOUTH 4TH STREET, MURRAY, KY
g4 t2r
OR CALL 270-753-7665
hov,
:ENCfr.
TOLL FREE 88S-246-4093

2001

$15,988*

Toyota Avalon
Cloth PriV Pt St. IITC4482/.

513,386'

2001 Toyota Tacoma
4.4 5Sp Reg Cab St. 5614488,5

$9,750*

2001 Dodge Stratus ES
Leather Sunrool Stli oTC4506A

2001

Chrysler Sebring LX Coupe
Blue V-6

2001

NC P5V Pt. IC

A6Tc

$11,995*

*CT4208A

511,995'

Chevy Blazer LS
2 dr Red. V-6 Av,o AC SP oCT4077A

Thunder
takes third
in tourney
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Thunder I2u competitive baseball team placed third
in the eight-team field of the West
Baseball
Cyclones
Kentucky
Blowout last weekend in Mayfield.
The team steamrolled through
pool play with back-to-back wins
last Friday night, winning 9-4 over
the Marshall County Marshals and
12-4 over the AAA Franklin (Tenn.)
Outlaws.
Pool play continued on Saturday. with the Thunder beating the
Muhlenberg County Flames 11-3.
The Thunder was a No. 1 seed
from Pool B to the championship
bracket on Sunday.
Sunday's play matched the
Thunder with the SEMO Renegades, a No. 2 seed from Pool
A. in semifinal play.
The Thunder's bats went dead,
and several miscues on the defensive end cost them a trip the
championship game against the
Franklin Outlaws. The Renegades
defeated Murray 9-1 to advance
to the championship game.
a
earned
The
Thunder
respectable 3-1 record in the event,
improving their record to a solid
15-7 on the season while maintaining their status as No. 1 in
AA play in Kentucky, No. I in
the AA Great Lakes Region and
No. 4 in AA in the nation.
The local team will resume
play in the Memorial Day Tourism
Shootout on Friday in Murray.

Correction
, The U10 competitive soccer
team pictured in Tuesday's
paper was incorrectly identified
as the Murray Thunder. The
sqaud pictured is actually the
Murray Fury.
,The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. To report a news
mistake or error, please call 7531916.

2001

59,750'

Dodge Stratus ES Sedan
Ware fully loaded leather surroot chrome wheels SP et

FAR LANDS TRAVEL
301 N. 12th Street, Murray, KY • 118 W. Broadway, Mayfield, KY

2001

$17,995'

Dodge Durango SLT
.
4.4 Greer V-8 ALM /kC PM Pt T C 3rd Sea.. Rea,

2001

$9,488*

Chev. Malibu LS
PL PW co taLcr,se raw r-oes Sr* eTC4.22,4

2001
2001

$17,995*

Dodge 1500 SLT SWB
4.4 V-8 auto AC PM PI. T

500,000

,r

• oGP54k*

$13,876*

Isuzu Rodeo LS 4WD
• atCCA 185A

Teal L4-6 auto AC P/W Pt 1

2000 Ford Expedition E.B.

$14,963*

2000 Chevy Silverado SWB 4x4

S12,995*

..D.oFt5C9

$17,988*

2000 Chevy Z71
Ext Calk Loaded Sp a

Hole-in-One Shootout

$5,988*

2000 Ford Escort
4Dr

.CTIa813

$11,995'

2000 Nissan Frontier XE Quad
r 1CT4238A
,

at Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course
Murray, Kentucky

510,986*

2000 VW Beetle GLS
AC PAN PL SP OC142478

S11,488*

2000 Chev. Impala LS
Re.' ,

Qualifying rounds will be June 2 - 9, 2004

$18,988"

2000 Chev. Silverado Ext. Cab
,.1144334
.vnr S

"Wren

$8,995'

2000 Plymouth Voyager
aurc, u.c. P

oVhee .

*Amateurs 18 years of age and older

war St. NGC4476A

Be mikes a

P

I C Sp ar_I

r.

$11,995'

2000 Buick LeSabre Custom

$ June 2nd - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. $ June 6th - 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
• June 3rd - 4 p.m. - 8 p.m. 'June 7th - 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
$ June 8th - 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
$ June 4th - 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
June 9th - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
I June 5th - 8 a.m. - 12 Noon

Tan Lealw, Loaded St. 51C4344

$7,995"

2000 Dodge Status SE
Jade 4 dr auto NC P.M/ Pt. PC St. liCCAC578

510,988"

2000 Ford Explorer
-irer! 45 000 -

Burg.

$12,995*

1999 Chevy Suburban
Wrine

[-Mre,

51. 014178.0

$11,995*

1999 Nissan Maxima SE
Red V6 Auto AC P.Vi Pl. IC Ver. Ven

$16,988*

1999 Chev. Ext. 4x4
LS PW PL Ietcrose sharr. 5.• 10P549e

$18,988'

1999 F-350 Crew Cab Dually
2.50

Semifinal and Championship Shootout

5-10 TrTlor WA'see' Nbce

0614658

S10,995'

1999 Chevy Venture LWB
Whte V6 auto trent& rear AC PM Pt PC SP 10C150•8A

June 12, 2004, beginning at 9:00 a.m.

Burg /Tar V-8 Au'

*40 closest-to-pin shots after 8 days of qualifying will advance to the Semifinals.
*Semifinalists will each get 1 shot to qualify as one of the four finalists to shoot for a
$500,000 Hole-In-One.

a L. Parr Pt PC So +C.: L.142440

$6,995'

1998 Chrysler Cirrus LXi
Burgarral,

5 lr ,ra ' aaraer SB riCT4'638

511,988*

1996 Cadillac SLS
s, 445

91 shot for $20.00 94 shots for $50.00 910shots for $100.00
10
..4.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

For any questions, please call 270-762-1384
Proceeds to benefit the Community Healthcare Foundation's purchase ofan Overhead
Infant Warmer, Newborn Hearing Screener, and other Foundation projects.

Cominanity Healthcare Fume/a:ion

MES
PlairV
irIS
SUI
Gon
3a

FIIIIGGY
1037 FM

PARKER
FORD LINCOLNAIRCUP, WC.

& Sports Center
Mt Il(/illV

The°

Murray Bank

511,986*

Cab 271
1996 Chevy 1500 Ex
n
Tar V-8 Auto NC PAN Pt

r OC14'9GA

1995 Chevy 1500 Silverado Ex Cab
4.4 'White V-8 Auto NC PV.

•

$8,995*

p sCT4•40A

58,750*

1995 Ford F150 4x4 XLT
itA'

$11,986'

1998 Ford F150 XLT Ex Cab

auto AC PM Pt It SP et14.548

Disclaimer: *Sale price includes $6450 doe fee.taxes & license extra.
"Whatever It Takes. We Wont To Be Your Car or Truck Company.

17t-PP5/ef
Cars Trucks

Automotive Group Used

BB&T

2400 E Wood St Paris

(731)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

2420 E Wood St., Paris
(731)642-3900

1-800-325-3229
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Highlight Up My Life

ERIC WALKER Ledger

:
phut,

Rayann Butterworth of The Crew adds a colorful highlight
to Murray Middle School 4th Grader Meg Hudson during
Monday's Career Day activities at MMS.

The Murray State University
Set-up is in Mike Miller Park in
Amateur Radio Club and the Marshall Draffenville. just north of Benton,
County Amateur Radio Association starting at 8 a.m. June 26. Operations
will for the first time combine will be continuous until Sunday afterresources for the North American noon, and the public is invited
Field Day exercises on the weekend throughout any of these times.
of June 26. The contest takes the form Michael Delaney. KG4OWE,said.
of a 24-hour radio communication
Four radio platforms will be opermarathon and simulates emergency ated on emergency power — two high
operating conditions, such as those frequency voice, one high frequency
resulting from a natural disaster. Area digital, and one VHF voice or digital.
Hams will gather equipment; erect
The session is open to all who are
transmission antennas for VHF, UHF interested, regardless of club affiliaand' high frequency bands: and then tion, or even regardless of FCC
make contacts with as many other License Class or the lack of a license.
"Please come out and see what
amateur stations as possible.
"This is a training exercise with Amateur Radio Emergency Services
participants from northern Canada to (ARES) can provide to your family
the southernmost tip of South and community in the event of a disAmerica. Amateur radio operators aster," First District Director of
simulate operating under the worst Emergency Communications Bill
conditions without access to normal Slayman, KY4NU, said. "If you have
electrical utilities, telephones or other ever thought about becoming a
amenities," according to Murray Ham licensed Ham, you can get a feel for
Randall Winchester, WD4HVA. "We the excitement of talking almost anywill demonstrate how to put emer- where in the world, and maybe even
gency management officials from get to talk to or through space."
Some objectives for the joint Field
Western Kentucky in contact with
other stations and agencies as needed. Day are to further the ability of the
In an actual emergency, these links two clubs to operate together, to foster
would allow coordination of relief Cooperation among all amateurs of the
first district, and to further the stanefforts.
Calloway County and Marshall dardization of operating procedures
County Emergency Communications and equipment. According to MSU‘ehicles will be used throughout the ARC advisor John Haft, KO4ZE, there
event provided they are not needed for is an emphasis on increasing the relative score from last year's effort, and
real emergencies.

JOHN WRIGHI Ledger & 'toles photo
Dr. John Dillon, left, and Dr. John Hart, both Murray State
University professors, are shown with some of the MSU Amateur
Radio Club's equipment Tuesday.
standings within the Kentucky section. "And it's just plain fun to compete within the fabric of rules provided by the American Radio Relay
League."
Further information can be
at
httplcampus.murobtained
raystate.edu/org/msuarc/main.htm
Recent real-world situations where
amateur radio operators have provid-

Wet, wild time offered over Memorial weekend 0-positive blood shortage announced
(it )1.1)1.ti

VON1). K‘.
N,11111e Station at Land
Between I he I akes (1.1314 National
ReL t cation Area w ill recogniie
National 1%etlands Month AM a
series ,if ss ater-onenied es ents
Day
Memorial
hq
planned
Weekend,
Wetlands Weekend, May 28-31.
has become one ol 1.131:s most popc% ems. according to Laura
h.ipinif the Nature Station. "LBI_
has an abundance ot aquatic habitat
to explore. because we're surrounded by w. ater in three sides and has e
many small inland lakes, ponds. and
streams,- she said. "W'se combined water-related acti% itics with
nature study for a weekend of fun
outdoor ad‘enture, while learning
about our ens ironment."
Wolands-themed activities offer
hands-on exploration of habitats.
plants, and animals that live there.
The weekend begins the evening of
Friday. May 28, and continues
through Monday, May .31. with
acmities and esents for all ages.

Wetlands Weekend Events
The following is a complete list of Wetlands Weekend activities. All
activities take place at the Nature Station unless otherwise noted:
Fri., May 28
• 6-8:30pm Marsh Sunset Canoe Trip - Hematite Lake
Sat., May 29
Smokey Bear
IN All day
• 10am-2pm Who's Been Here? (animal tracks)
Critters of Wetlands
II 1pm
Shoreline Hike
III 2-4pm
• 6-8:30pm Sunset Canoe Trip
Sun., May 30
6-8:30am Sunrise Canoe Trip
III
Long Creek Nature Walk - Long Creek Trailhead
• 11am
Tantalizing Turtles
• 1:30pm
Coastie the Safety Boat
• 2-5pm
A Kid's Campfire
7-9pm
Mon., May 31
Build-a-Beaver
• 11am
Wetlands Puppet Show
• 130pm
Some events require reservations and fees. For more details or
to make reservations. call 270-9242020 weekdays, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The USDA Forest Service, one of
the nation's leading providers of

outdoor recreation, manages Land
Between The Lakes. LBL information is available by calling 1-800LBL-7077 or 270-924-20(X), or on
the Internet at www.lbl.org.

The Blood Bank at Murray-Calloway County Hospital announced
Tuesday a shortage of0-positive blood.
Blood donors must be at least 18 years old (17 with parental consent), in
good health, and weigh at least 110 lbs., and pass a brief physical and health
history exam.
To make an appointment to donate blood, call 762-1119.

Murray Water District No. 3 to flush
hydrants Thursday; customers warned
Murray Water District No. 3 will flush hydrants Thursday from 9 a.m.noon. Customers of the water district are asked not to wash clothes during
this time.

THENENTIAL DAY PA
FATIIEVS PAY SPECIAL
Meet Haircut — 412
.ot.tap ,liciA.$‘4,41e d C

Bung

Neck Trims Between Appointinents

ed significant communications assistance to emergency management ofticials include the wildfires in the
American west and southwest, hurricanes and other severe weather events
in the midwest and southeast, and
earthquakes around the world.
According to national officials at the
ARRL, Ham operators were an integral part of the initial response on 9II, both in New York and in
Washington, D.C.

Life Boat
Life Preserver
Life Insurance
There are some things
that you don't think you'll
ever need. But forgetting
them can be costly!

The Company You Keeps
•Long Term Care •Annuities
•Life Insurance

Ryan Edwards
211 Maple St.
Murray, KY

753-2007

1307 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 767-0760

0% FOR 36
MONTHS*
Utility Vehicle 4x2
• 9.5 HP Kawasaki Engine
• 900 lb. Payload Capacity

'4999

M48-HN
• 20 HP Honda V-Twin
• 48" Command Cut System"'

'300

6899
700

No Interest-No Payments
for 12 Months$

Lamb's Small Engine

LT 1024
• 24 HP 136S Intek"" ELS
• 50" QuickAttach'" Deck

GREAT BRANDS. GREAT PRICES
TRACTORS STARTING AT 8999.
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Identity theft can be avoided with simple tips
Identity theft is the number one
consumer fraud in the' nation.
Millions of dollars were stolen last
year from victims and their financial
institutions nationwide.
Criminals use a variety of tactics
to pick your identity and pocket
your finances. Some of them
"dumpster dive" in trash bins for
unshredded credit applications, canceled checks or other bank records.
Others "shoulder surf' at the ATM
or phone booth to get your PIN
code.
Do you carry your Social
Security number(SSN)in
wallet? It's the gateway to your medical,
financial, credit and educational
records. You can cancel your credit
card and stop a check, but if identity

thieves get your SSN, they may
open new accounts or lines of credit
- under your name, for their use.
U.S. Postal Inspectors, charged
with protecting the nation's mail
system from criminal misuse, recommend you follow these guidelines:
II Give your outgoing mail to
your letter carrier or deposit it at the
Post Office; promptly remove mail
from your mailbox after delivery.
•Shred or tear up unneeded documents that contain personal information before discarding them.
II Order credit reports every year
from each of the three rpajor credit
reporting agencies and thoroughly
review them for accuracy.
MI Never give personal or finan-

cial information over the telephone
or the Internet unless you initiated
the contact and trust them.
• Report lost or stolen credit
cards immediately.
•If you applied for a credit card
and didn't receive it when expected.
call the financial institution.
III Sign new credit cards immediately — before someone else does.
•
Memorize your Social
Security number and passwords.
Don't use your date of birth as your
password and don't record them on
papers you carry with you.
• - Never leave transaction
receipts at A TM machines, on counters at financial institutions, or at
gasoline pumps.

• Don't carry your Social
Security card or birth certificate:
leave them in a secure location.
• Don't disclose credit card or
other financial account numbers on
a web site unless the site offers a
secure transaction.
•Closely monitor the expiration
dates on your credit cards and contact the issuer if you don't receive a
replacement prior to the expiration
date.
• Beware of mail or telephone
solicitations that ask you for personal information or financial account
numbers.
• Match your credit card
receipts against your monthly bills
and check your monthly financial
statements for accuracy.

$tudent$ & !redit Oard$
This school year is winding
down, and a new crop of
Kentucky's finest will soon be earning their high school stripes. For
parents and students alike, graduation will bring a
sense of accomplishment for
having survived
the high scbool
years. And for
many of the college-bound. the
thoughts of freedom and new
It's Your experiences
awaiting their
Money
arrival on camBy Jonathan
pus will spark
Miller
excitement and
Kentucky
wonder.
Treasurer
One thing
that may not be
on everyone's mind is how the college years will affect the financial
future of our young people.
A new rite of passage has
emerged for college freshmen on
campuses across the country applying for their first credit card.
Beginning with freshmen orientation, at activities fairs, in student
unions and lunchrooms, in the campus bookstore, even in the privacy
of their dorm rooms, students are
tempted by unavoidable credit card
offers.
Students entering college are
offered an average of eight credit
cards the first week of school.
Before they have secured a job to

sustain their livelihood, our children are racking up incredible debt
loads and jeopardizing their financial health for years to come.
Many students have no idea how
to effectively manage credit, yet a
recent credit analysis of loan applicants by Nellie Mae showed that 83
percent of college undergraduates
aged 18-24 have at least one credit
card — and 47 percent of those students have four or more cards.
The average college senior will
graduate with over $20,000 in debt
— 16 percent of that belonging to
credit cards. The problem is so
rampant because most of our students are never taught how to
choose and use credit responsibly.
Financial experts agree that most
college students should probably
have one credit card in their name.
It is helpful during emergencies
and, when used properly. can help a
young person establish a solid credit history that will benefit them during the post-college years.
It's a little known fact that it is
easier for a college student to get a
credit card than for a recent college
graduate with no credit history. The
key is using credit wisely and keeping spending under control.
My office has launched a new
initiative this year called
"Enriching Kentucky!" I have
worked hard during my tenure as
state treasurer to protect taxpayers
and provide opportunity for all
Kentuckians, and this initiative is a
continuation of those efforts.

An important element of
"Enriching Kentucky!" is educating
Kentuckians of all ages on basic
financial skills needed to thrive in
today's economy.With that in mind,
I have partnered with the Center for
Student Credit Card Education, Inc.
in an effort fundded by Citibank
Credit-ED to present a credit card
literacy class in several high
schools throughout the
Commonwealth. Our goal is to
teach students essential facts about
credit now so that they can make
informed and responsible decisions
when it comes time to apply for
credit lines.
With the hope that financial literacy education in Kentucky will
be systematic and widespread. I
will continue my efforts to ensure
that every elementary, middle and
high school in the state develops
sound. mandatory financiallitemey
courses for its students. I will build
on existing resources and seek private funding and support from

community business to refine curricula, publish educational materials and train teachers on financial
literacy instnwtion. I will continue
to lobby leaders from the worlds of
politics, education, and business to
join together and combat this problem with a more comprehensive
effort of promoting financial literacy.
And hopefully, in some future
September, there will be a rite of
passage for every high school senior to be given solid instruction on
credit and debt management to prepare them, as they leave their parents' nest, to build their own nest
eggs.
I encourage you to visit the
Treasury website at www.kytreasury.com for more information on
"Enriching Kentucky!" or other
topics related to financial health. I
hope you will find it a valuable
resource for promoting financial literacy for all Kentuckians.

advised to close some or all of your
accounts. At the least, change your
PIN codes and passwords immediately.
Call the fraud units of the three
major credit reporting bureaus'
Equifax: 800-525-6285. ExPerian.
888-397-3742. and TransUnion:
800-680-7289.
If you've had stolen or bank
accounts set up fraudulently in your
name, call these check . guarantee
companies: Telecheck at 800-3662425; and the International Check
Services Company at MOO-526-538R
If fraudulent charges appear on
your account, call the Consumer
Credit Counseling Service at I -800388-2227 for help in correcting your
credit report.

•Watch for your monthly financial statements and bills. If you don't
get them when expected, contact the
sender.
• If the crime involved the mail.
report it to your nearest U.S. Postal
Inspection Service office or call I800-ASK-USPS (1-800-275-8777).
To report identity theft online, go to
the Federal Trade Commission's
web
site
at
http://www.consumer.gov/idtheft/ or
call 1 -877-1DTHEFr.
Contact your banks and creditors,
by phone and in writing, and report
the crime. Record the names and
phone numbers of people with
whom you discussed your case and
retain all original reports and supporting documents. You may be
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Toyota Corolla

Service Beyond Compare
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MURRAY RECYCLING, LLC
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$1,000
Rebate:

'Bathing
'Clipping
'Grooming
•Ear
Cleaning

CALL 759-5850
Leave A Message For Prompt Reply
Open Tue.-Fri. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.• Sat. 7 a.m.-12 p.m.

•Deticking
'Flea Baths
'Nail Trimming
'Medicated
Baths

By Appointment Only

201 Woods Drive • Murray
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(270) 753-6749
Is A Well-Groomed Dog.

Available
W.A.C.

_
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CD

Services Include:

"Money For Metal"
We Buy Scrap Metal, Used Appliances,
Junk Cars, Aluminum Cans, Copper and Brass

Air

/
-

•Thousands of Designs To Choose From
•Competitive Prices .Locally Owned & Operated
3812 Hwy. 641 North (Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

270-759-1333

_
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Paula Campbell.
Professional Groomer
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Jason Billtngton

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

AAHA

Bob 1311Ington

provides coverage for
*LIFE INSURANCE
*AUTOMOBILES
*HOMEOWNERS
*COMMERCIAL

*BONDS
*FARMERS
*MOTORCYCLES
*WORKERS COMPENSATION

*MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS
*LONG-TERM CARE
0-1EALTH
(Group & Individual)

IseMe

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

Bedliner
$

1271 Robertson Rd. South

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
17 Years In Business
Family Owned & Operated

(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

No,

F ao

A. 0* concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
undnr concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F Constr. gr.
studs
G 7/16 O.S.B.
undersiding
H Masonne wood or vinyl siding

Roo Ah

"

L Self•supporling 216
trusted ratters 2 ft. 0 C
J. 1/2 plywood/0 S B
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2110 headers
0 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
Deluxe Models w/hardboard siding
S5.725
11/2 CAR (12x20)
11/2 CAR 112x20)
$6.525
$6525
2 CAR 118x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
56.925
LARGE CAR (221122)
LARGE CAR (22x22).............—.........$6825
57.225
57.025
2 1/2 CAR (24:24)
2 1/2 CAR(MEN)
$7325
57.625
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (241i30)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
$6125
LARGE 3 CAR (30:30)
$8925
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
S9.375
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT - CALL US

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom-Built Bu Or Rent To Own'

Available
W.A.C.

.. •

1 7182700

w.vve.t.ideset.com

BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.

OPO
•-,

2004
Toyota Tacoma

Great Savings On
Air Conditioners
•
•
•
•

Lower Energy Bills
Energy Star Certified
Quiet Operation
Warranties Available

Stock 5TT4532

Or

- Cassette
-

r $100 instant rebate on any 1
Rheem NC or Furnace
$200 instant rebate on any
complete Rheem
System

,.,

Air

01

$10 off
Any Clean and
Check

Cannot combine coupons. Offered tr.
Cannot combine ,oupons
participating Rheem dealers only. Prior sales
Offered by participating Rheem
are not valid. $2.00 rebate valid on installadealers only. Prior sales are not
tion of any Rheem furnace and
•
[Az:es June 10. 2004 j
LA/C unit. Expires June 10. 2004

900*

99a_

Rebate:
$1,000

1 Ill )

*All prices are taxes, title and

license additional. All prices are after
and manufacturer to dealer incentives. $64.50 dot fee included.

I

PEPPERS TOYOTA

Call A Rheem Dealer Near You For Great Savings

McBee Heating & A/C
(270) 759-1457

all rebate

r

2420 E. Wood St. (Lake Hwy.)
Paris, TN
(731)642-3900

/97t)111-'

1-800-325-3229
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Order an appetizer between 5-7 p.m,,
Mon.-Sat. and all day Sunday & your server
will give you a chance to shoot one free throw
in our basketball cage. If you make it,
we will buy your appetizer for you.
No warm up shots please. Server must be
present. Only one shot per person per visit.

Cosby

Robot

Robot

Murder-Wrote

29‹

$1.50 Miller: Lite Bottles
PEEL-N-EAT
SHRIMP
EACH
$2.00 Coronas
2
$2.00
BUFFALO WINGS $1.00 OFF DOS
EQUIS
32C

39

Eitoi

BREVVTENDER CC

29(PEEL-N-EAT
SHRIMP

Looney Looney Grim

$1.50

The Golden Girls Nanny

Nanny

Texas Ranger

City Confidential

American Justice
Full Ilse. Full Ilse 7th Heaven IC
Sponge Amanda U-Pick Arnold Rugrats Sponge

COORS &
COORS UGHT co

Rap City The Basemen(

Turtles Titans

Under Blk Flag

NYPD Blue I

Cops I Cops X

106 6 Park. Tap 10 Live

BET

Top 20 Countdown

St louts Style BBO Ribs, slow cooked doily for
loll-off-the bone tenderness

.E

Pizzas Or Build Your Own

NICK'S KNOWS BURGERS
I 2 Pound • .1/.4 'Nein.]• The Big

'uuider if )uj/ it ,'to

American. Cajun. Firehouse BBO Cii

FREE

Shoot For Your
Appetizer All Day Long

Shoppes of Murray
(Next to Goody's)

Carry-Out Available

Movie: -Sidewalks c4 New York "(2001) Welt aft ',Mars Cooking?'(2000( Movie:. 'Love e' 1992)PG-13'
Movie Nov
Proud So
insane Kim
Howe Mouse Ream UM
Sister Sister Unto
Stanley Pooh
JoJo
: *'.1 "Lost Battakon
11104ie: tritr 'Ful*on HO" Movie: "Outsell-0965
(II OD) Moll
Movie:'WA Lee a Man"
(11 45) Movie: -The in-Lairs"'Movie: cuts "insomnia"(2002(1r I it :INN* in 5011114 Beg' Movie: car 'lovely & Amazing"(2001)

762-0022
•

.•

,

6.1(101romin vr Vorm:p

Smash Hits of Country
(11 45)*Me:"Lean on Ste" Movie: cc 'The Suite(19139)'PG IC Movie: Ile Secret Ganien• Movie: a ' "Showtrne"{2002)'PG-13'
Movie at "The Sant"(1997) PG-13 Movie: **'', "Blood Work-(2902) Alt lie a Soot/fang Lee It" X Movie: *c* "New Jack COY'

r

EL c LA c &

Bucket of Bones (heck Out Nicks Specialty

Deign- Outer

Lyoko

SMIRNOFF
ICE- $2.00

t.L.A OR

Direct Effect

%niche- Knock

Ed. Rid Coders- Ed, Edo Totally

BOTTLES

$1.50 BUD & BUD LIGHT
BOTTLES
ST. PAULI GIRL $2.00

a ANY LARGE PIZZA
$2.00 OFF
EACH

Z

YOUR FAVORITE

'YOUR CHOICE
OF 8 SAUCES

tlamdmil

TOON

Cosby

MTV

If Walls Building Land- Curb
House
Reil TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Deep Spice 9
Drew
HornHornFreshPr Mei" Harvey Hervey Drew
Friends MLB Baseball

Star Trek Gem

YOBS

CMTV

t ,c1 have the nght to rescind within seventy-two (72) hours any obligation to pay tor services performed in addition to this free or discounted service

Sports-

JAG (In Stereo) X
Movie: "Fantastic Voyage-(1966)'PG IMovie: i r -Star Trek 10 The Search or Spock

35 35 44 27 American Julio* UMW "The IIIII Side Waltz"(1995) X Murder-Wrote
Full Mee 7th Heaven X
Two
Step
Family Step

HON

Strong Medicine

PGA Golf Fe&x St Jude Classic

36 53 36, 2 Family

NICK

HMCO

Room

NYPD Blue X

32 51 49 5 JAG "Recovery" X Mole *le "Hard Par"(1997)1
34 58 29

1102 Chestnut Street (next to Krystal's) • Murray

"Eddie and the Cruisers It Eddie Lives," Movie: u1
/
2 "Top Dog"(1995) * "Chilly Dogs"It

Judy

AMC

Etherton Chiropractic of Murray, PSC

Maggie

Looney Looney Scooby Scooby Scooby-Doo

All My CNIdren X One UN to Live X General Hospital

UFE

759-0030

Sensible

MaoGyver X

Open Court

MARN-ADC 2 2

C

Call Today For An Appointment!

Movie: ***t "Hurt(1963) Paul Newman NR'I Movie: *** The Appaloosa-

_Moyle liebtes Ms"(1992) _Tomor- Movie: "bellboys AS-American"'R'

A B C 0 12:00 12:30 1:00

ESPN

NO WAIT POLICY

Laverne Golden Unsolved Myst.

Slinky 'Wiggles JoJo

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

1 -WI 22 16 10

And Two X-Rays
If Required
I Most Insurance Covers
Your Care And
We'll File For You!
Expires In 30 Days.
Due To The Federal
Regulations, Some
I
Medicare Restrictions
May Apply.

Mak-

'Tracey 'Movie: ace "The Freshman" Moyle: tra!i2 "Almost an Angel"(1990) Movie: "Oucksilyer(1906) I

DISH

K8Si-Fol

Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
Dr. V. Wade Etherton

FREE
EXAM

\,,,Fkfturribn
14,itecVa"
"Arm 3 L Pain
•Stiffness
*Hip Pain
-Arthritis
"Bursitis
"Pain In Joints
"Shoulder Pain
"Whiplash

4 20) Movie, "The Guns of Nayarone- Illosie: tris'I 'Vault oI Horror" Movie: ***he "Antwone Fisher(2002) Movie: "Phone Elooth"12CO21

SHOW

3 3 3

Wed-

Movie:* Y2 "Alsde n Arnence"(1993) Dawson's Creek

65 32 50

CMTV

Wed-

PGA Golf (Live) X
Prom

I Limited Time Offer

"Two Fathers: Justice for the Innocent" Mark: *** "Suicide Kings"(1997)1

Rangers Digimon Grow-

TOON

Paid

Baby

Movie: "The West Side Waltz'(1995)1 Murder-Wrote

COURT

Paid

Baby

Design- Golden Nanny

Movie: * *1
/
2 "The Keg and ("11956) Yul Brynner G'

The Pnce Is Right Young-Restless
Rockford Files

TLC

Animal

Divorce Justice

Homes Good Day Live (N)

Mattock (In Stereo) Heat of Night

TNT

MTV

School-Story

Hap

King-Hill Shoplift!Chapl
Sabrina Myself- Paid
Paid
Pad
24 29 26 8 SporleCerlor X SportsCanter X SportsCenter X SportsCenterIX
I
25 30 25
Cold Pizza (Live) Tennis French Open -- Early Rounds (Live) X
FlyFish Dog
Music Videos
MTV Hits
26 49 27 24 MTV Video Wake-Up
BuzTRL X
--.ER (In Stereo) X
28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing The Lost World X The Pretender X Charmed X

ESPN2

Divorce News

Paid

wINUAll 22 16 10
ESPN

The View (N) X

Light-

Wire

Y&R

NewsI

Lions

Regisandkelly

News

Martha Stewart

Paid

The Early Short lln Stereo) X

Common Symptoms:

Ellen Show

Caitiou

Tele-

NECK & BACK PAIN? HEADACHES?

MAY 27, 2004
9:00 I 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

_ITN Early Show X Montel Williams X The Price Is Right

News X News X

k8SI-For

•

News X Good Morning America X

tual "I'm On My Way," the choir received unanimous
"distinguished" ratings from the panel of three judges.
In the closing ceremonies, the choir was awarded first
place in its class and overall grand champion in the
choral division.
Additionally, a special award was given for outstanding performance by the soprano section of the
choir.

•Back Pain

152

•ABC0 5:00 I 5:301 8:00 16:30

The Calloway County High School Concert Choir
recently competed in the Music Festivals Inc. Branson
Music Festival, April 15-18 in Branson, Mo.
Music Festival Inc. is a Pennsylvania based company that sponsors festivals in numerous locations across
the USA. The 30 member mixed choir participated in
the festival's choral division, class AA.
Following their singing of a Mozart cannon, SaintSaens* "Tolite Hostias" and an arrangement of the spiri-

Boy World Recess X

So Raven 'Sister

ME1132

A-Chaner 1541urney Eleelrle
C4A•dlotom 1:0-0•Iaigr

3. "Van Helsing"
4. "Mean Girls"
5. "Man On Fire"
6. "Breakin' All the Rules"
7, "13 Going On 30"
8. "New York Minute"
9. "Kill Bill Vol. 2"
10. "Super Size Me"
11. "Laws of Attraction"
12, "Envy"
13, "A Day Without a Mexitan"
14. "Walking Tall"
15. "Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind"
16. "Nascar: The (max
Experience"
17. "Godsend"
18, "Johnson Family Vacation"
19, "The Passion of the Christ"
20. "50 First Dates"

CCHS concert choir wins grand champion honors

Movie: *1111
/
2 "Love the Hard Way" Passage"

Rescue Me(N)I

FUX

THURSDAY MORNING

Wednesday through Sunday for the
highest five-day opening in
besting
Hollywood
history,
December's "The Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King," which had
$124.1 million.
"Shrek 2" had the second biggest
three-day weekend debut, behind
only 2002's "Spider-Man" with
$114.8 million,
It beat "Spider-Man" for the
highest single-day gross. On
Saturday, "Shrek 2" earned $44.8
million, compared to the $43.6 million earned by "Spider-Man" on its
first Saturday.
The top 20 movies at North
American theaters Friday through
Sunday were:
1. "Shrek 2"
2, "Troy"

Club Comic View

ImLiving AlidnigM Love

CMTV

'Roy World Kim

By ANTHONY BREZNICAN
AP Entertainment Writer
H )S ANGELES(AP)-"Shrek
2" turned out to
be even greener
than expected.
The sequel
about a verdant
ogre and his
chatty sidekick
Donkey collected $108 million
Shrek
at the weekend
box
office,
almost $4 million more than its studio, DreamWorks SKG, predicted
Sunday, according to final figures
released Monday afternoon.
The computer-animated movie
about
$129
million
earned

Ribs 'N Buffalo Shrimp
Ribs N Peel-N -Eat Shrimp
Ribs 'N NO Chicken • Seafood Combo

Peach Cobbler
Topped With
Vanilla Bean Ice Cream

....41ara meow+ des
•
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Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fax: 753-1927
ADJUSTMENTS
AcNertders are requested to cried the first
insertion of their ads for any error Murray
Ledger Times win be responstie for only one
incorrect insertion Any error shwid be reported
,r^rnediately so corrections can De made
DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Friday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Saturday
Thur. 12 p.m.

•

Murray Ledger & Than Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is sublet to the Federal Fau
Housing At,whkh makes it illegal to advertise any preference, binic
itation ducnnuna bon based on race color, tehgam.in,handap,
tanuhdl starve or nabonal ongin or intent= to make any such pre
or
erenves limitations dertiminaticrt
State Laws forbid discnnimation 111 the sale, rental or advertising ul
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under federal Lai.
We will know ingty accept any advertising for real estate which is not
violation of the law All persons an hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunity bass.
in

Fur turther assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
n,contact 's AA Counsel Rene P %lam,
requirerneb
(AP+ 648 woo

111 1"•71
"

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 6 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments Foe Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets Supplies
Livestock .5 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes FOf Sate
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
r All 3.4,4 Mi../ Ran V•ithol•IAN Per..1
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
PLACE YOUR MIL

THE VVERSITE

AV ALsii2 Mil APPEAR Qt_s
N(2 EXTRA CHARGE,

,I)'-.
I
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $11 per word per day.
1275 extra be Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping.Guideifi2.50 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

MasterCard

060

l'10001'Tim\

150
Help Wanted

• gc,,

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Juanita Spiceland
L--1 wishes to thank those who were so
kind to us during her illness and
death. We especially thank those who
sent food,flowers, and Gamy Evans
for his consoling words.
F.H. Spice/and
•
and Family

•

NOTICE
Due to Memorial Day
the Classified Deadline
for Monday and Shopper
is Friday at 9:00 a.m.
and the deadline for
Tuesday is Friday at 11 a.m.

IOU'S U•RIC ,
fl,E4„ICK STRA
753-8697
or
759-8858

6 miles northeast
of Murray on . •
Van Cleave Rd. •'

PIZZA OF THE WEEK
May 24th -30th
Ikr

On Our Ali-You-Can-Eat Buffet
Home at The IntroAuctory Price
One
Take

8•99

0SLY $

(Malice, °allied email

804
Chestnut St.

753-6656

Lass Office ot

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Lisx Including:
B‘NKRUPTCV •
PPOR
"F/CUSTODY/SU
DIN OM
(R1‘11\ %I./TRM•TIC/DUI
%IL INJURY

753-1752
Tills Is Vs .11)\ RTISI-‘11 \I

MEMORIAL Sale, realistic
silk flowers, quality work,
reasonable, prices, call
759-9039

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources'Commission
Nomination Meeting
A meeting will be held to nominate individuals interested in serving on the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources'
Commission representing the First Wildlife
District. Up to five names will be submitted to
the Governor for appointment to serve on the
Commission for a term of four (4) years.
The First Wildlife District includes the following counties: Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway,
Carlisle, Christian, Crittendon, Fulton,
Lyon,
Livingston,
Hickman,
Graves,
McCracken, Marshall and Trigg.
The meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 8,
2004, 7:30 PM Central Time at North
Marshall Jr. High School located four miles
south of Calvert City on Highway 95; just
north of the junction of Highways 95 and 68.
Persons residing in the counties comprising
the First Wildlife District who have for each of
the past two consecutive years legally hunted
or fished or registered a boat in the state of
Kentucky are eligible to participate.
This meeting is in compliance with KRS
Section 150.022.
C. Thm Bennett
Commission

Articles
For Sale

Help Wanted
2 Part-time positions.
Some manual labor, mino
genera
landscaping,
maintenance & mowing
Flexible hours. Call Joe
Walker at 759-3772.
BIG Apple Cafe: kitchen
help & servers needed.
Apply in person. 1005 Arcadia Circle
CHEROKEE HILLS CANTINA LOOKING for expeCall
servers.
rienced
Wed-Sun after 2pm. Ask
for Patty 436-5566
Draft'', Position:
AutoCad experience a
must, self-starter, benefits, send resume:
Pope Design Services
1665 Highway
218 Bypass
Paris, TN 38242
or call 731-644-9568
resumes
Accepting
until 5-31-04. Pay
based on expenence.
E.O.E.
B.
ELECTRICIAN
Full-time. benefits. High
graduate, two
school
years electricity experience required; specialized
training required (must obtain COL). Preemployment
drug screening Salary
$9.34 hourly (July 1, 2004
- $9.48). Apply at: Human
Resources, Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
42071-3312. EEO MIF/D,
AA employer
HOUSEKEEPER for large
home, duties include thoroughly cleaning & some
cooking, 3 days a week.
Reply with references to
P.O. Box 1040C Murray
KY 42071
NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply
in person @ Sonic Drivein, 217 S. 12th Street.
No Phone Calls Plasma
PAINTERS Wanted: Local
painting contractor is recruiting experienced pro
fessional painters. Must
have at least 4yrs expericall
Please
ence.
(270)753-6895 leave message. No walk-in applications accepted.
RECEIVING AND INVENTORY AGENT. Full-time.
school
High
benefits.
graduate, two years experience including one year
receiving/inventory management. Ability to lift 70
pounds. UPS/FedEx regulations and programs, Microsoft Office knowledge
preferred. Flexible hours
$8 21
required Salary
hourly Apply at. Human
Resources, Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
42071-3312. Women/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO. M/F/D, AA employer

Hostesses &
Servers
Apply In person
616 N. 12th Street

The Bull Pen

USED
APPLIANCES

VISA

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

COUNTRY Privacy 14X70
LIKE new conference ta- 1.5 miles from Wildcat
ble and 6 high back Beach 3br 1 1/2 bath.
leather chairs for sale C/H/A, gas range, MD.
$1000; 6 new condition large back deck. $300 mo
cherry wood office desks $300 dep (270)436-2397
$125/each, Rattan couch
For sale or rent 99' 16X80.
and chair, 2 glass top
on .6 acre, $450/month
matching end tables and rent. Rosemary Risner
coffee tables $750/group: 270-210-4756
4 wood swivel office chairs
NICE 2BR mobile home
with rollers $100/each.
for rent or sale No pets
Can be seen at Joe Smith
753-9866
Carpet. 753-6660
320
MISC/FOR Sale Free Dish
Apartments For Rent
Network 4 room satellite
system free. That's right. 1 br apt. All appliances
060
hook-up 4 TV's with 60
Help Wanted
included. $335/mo, pets
channels including local
allowed. 436-6291.
network for $34.99 per
SUMMER positions avail
Beasley An- 1 OR 2br apts. near downable: archery director, month. Call
759-0901 town Murray starting at
&
tenna
Satellite
horsemanship instructor,
Bea- S200./mrt 753-4109
more
for
information.
COPE. instructor, cook,
1BR 1 bath C/H/A all apSatellite
&
sley
Antenna
dining hall steward. Call
pliances 1 yr lease 1 mo
731-642-4077
Matt id 759-8069 or Grant
pets
No
deposit,
MISC/FOR Sale High
0354-9563
12701753-2905
Speed Internet service via
1BR all appliances. Oaks
satellite for $29 95 per
aDartments. 759-4118
An
Beasley
Call
month.
aptenna & Satellite 759-0901 1BR apt available, all
Now accepting
furnished. Murfor more information. Bea- pliances
Cal Realty 753-4444
applications for
sley Antenna & Satellite
1BR Apt, clean, walk to
731-642-4077
experienced
a month (270)
MOTORCYCLE helmets, MSU $240
chargrill cook 8,
753-2084
iackets, chaps, saddlenew appliexperienced
boots. Credit 1BR, 1 Bath,
bags &
conditioning,
air
ances,
cards accepted. Jerry's
servers. Apply in
AvailSporting Goods in May- furnished.
person between
able June 1 $185 per
field KY (2701 247-4704
deposit
plus
2-4 pm.
Nascar and UK collecti- month
759-1519
business
of
out
going
bles
110 S. 5th St.
apartments Ask
sale. Everything in store 1BR-4BR
move in free days
about
Get
prices.
sticker
070
1/2 off
AF 759-4118
your Christmas gifts early roleman
Position Wanted
close to
at large savings. Every- 2 bedroom duplex
refrigerator,
thing in Murray 500 N. 4th MSU stove,
hookup.
washer-dryer
MALE retiree, seeks part- St. and Paris 1801 Bell
435-4114
$325
time work 3 days per Ave. Must go.
2 BR, 1 1/2 bath Duplex.
w k 270-436-2297
TOPSOIL. We will load.
appliances, 436-5685.
Call for an appointment. all
2BR apts Northwood
2.
(270 753-9274
area. All appliances fur155
rushed Call 293-6968
Caregiver- 5 day piwk or
2BR duplex $400/mo. Call
weekends only. hrs flexi12701759-4406
ble. Will do light houseLarge Selection
2BR duplex, 1909A Westkeeping and errands. Refwood Dr. $365 plus deavailable.
erences
posit, lease. no pets
753-8351.
753-8002
Will
EXPERIENCED:
Ward-Elkins
26R NEAR MSU
up after renters,
clean
On the Square
Coleman RE 759-4118.
new construction, remod75.4-171.4
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
floors, windows,
eling,
Coleman RE 759-4118.
&
washer
WHIRLPOOL
Valerie.
etc. 436-5914.
d
l er, white, used 6 mos, 5 and 4 bedroom house &
100
$500 1-2, 3br apts furnished.
new,
like
Business
leave mes- near MSU. 753-1252 or
270-210-3416,
Opportunity
753-0606.
sage if no answer
901 Sunny Ln 2-3BR, 1
60
DOLLAR Store: Own a
bath, utility room, carport.
Dollar Store 1-800-227$475
5 14
1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
WWW TROTTERS
120
$350 Call 753-3415 or
WOODSHOP COM
Computers
753-7123
753-0249
DUPLEX 2 bedroom 1
270
LAPTOPS
bath with garage $500.mo
Mobile Homes For Sale
$295
lyr lease__ 492-6200
Keller's
FORREST View Apart2 bath ments 1213 N 16th St.,
16X80 3BR
Computer Place
437-4465
(270)436-5933
now accepting applica1996 16x60 2BR 2 bath, tions for 2br townhouses,
rent
condition. basic
excellent
MOM COMPUTERS
bedroom
536 /
¶12 500 Call 435-4064
month One
A+ Certified Technician
1997 Cavalier 16X80 all $330/month.
On site service
C
electric, 3br, 2 ba.appli- 753-1970 Leave Mes759.3556
ances. extremely clean! sage.
140
Call 270-4189-2525
Want to Buy
HAZEL Apartments
1999 Pioneer 16x80 3BR Now taking applications for
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We 2 bath $8500 293-1837 or 1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income. Mobility impairbuy 1 or all Call Larry at Z53-7975
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2 ment accessible. Phone
753-3633
bath. Must be moved. Ex- 492-8721 Mon & Thurs
CASH paid for
cellent condition $16,900 10-12am. TDD No
guns
used
good.
759-2316_
Equal
1-800-648-6056.
Benson Sporting Goods,
CLAYTON Home In Cam- Housing Opportunity.
519 S. 12th, Murray.
den, TN: is selling the LARGE 2BR 1
bath
Show Homes on the lot for washer/dryer hookup $325
Car
Junk
buy.
WANT to
greatly reduced prices. deposit required, 914
and Trucks. Call (270)
Come see us today & pick Coldwater Rd, no pets.
474-2540 or 293-6199 Six
out your dream home We day
night
759-2225.
days a week_
take care of the financing 759-1509
4
WANTED riding mowers.
L7311584-9429
LARGE very nice 1 bedwheeler, go carts that
a room with all appliances
Land and
NEED
needs work 436-2867
Home? Clayton Homes in including washer & dryer.
150
Camden. TN has land $330/mo (270)759-5885
Articles
available in several coun- ne (270)293-7(185
For Sale
ties Come see us today
LIVE Oak Apts.
for your land/home packNewly Remodeled
3-STEEL BLDGS. Up to
age, We take care of the
1BR $29000
70% off! 36X48 48X96.
financing (7311584-9429
2BR $340.00
80X125 Call now! Best
REPO'S Repo's. We've
3BR $425 00
Offer! Rick (800) 775-1507
got'em Come and check
$100 deposit special for
315 GALLON propane the selection today! We
qualified applicants
tank with approx 100 gal- have several different fiAlso accepting applica$300 nancing options available
lons
of
gas
tions for fall
474-0600
Clayton Homes, Camden.
Office hours 8-2
CELEBRITY Scooter & lift TN (731)584-9429
Mon-Fri
753-4497 or 767-0573.
280
Call today for appointment
SHARE C-150 Aircraft
Mobile Homes For Rent
753-6221
monthly fees $31, hourly
NEW 1BR apartments for
fee
$25
flying
2 bath rent. Brooklyn Dr
14X70 3BR
Or
(270)839-2881
(334) 628-6776
437-4465
(270)889-5130

HELP WANTED- CHILDCARE CENTER
Full-Time Cook - Prefer experience working in
childcare setting arid Federal Food Program, but
not required.
Full-Time Teacher- Must have love, compassion
& understanding of children. Prefer someone
w/childcare credential or higher, but not required.
Health insurance available after 90 days for fulltime.
Part-Time Teacher Aide - Working all shifts. Must
have love for children.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071
060

MI

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
190

Military HONORS

As Americans, we've recently seen just how important our
military's role in keeping our
freedom safe and our liberty
secure. That's why the
Murray Ledger & Times is
honoring soldiers past and present
with a salute to our local military
personnel.
You can participate by sending a
photo of your active-duty or
veteran family member for
inclusion in our military salute to
be displayed Monday, May 31st.

T-4 J.B. Burkeen
US Army
33 Months in European Theate'

For only $10.00 per photo (one person per photo) you can
help us show the world how proud we are of
PICTURE
SHOWN IS NOT
our brave men and women in the armed
ACTUAL SIZE
forces.
;Your Name:
tAddress:
/Daytime Phone:
'Service Member's Name:
'Rank.

Branch of Service.

!Number of Years Served:
it 4
Submissions must be received
by Wed., May 26 at 3 p.m.

c) MI 111“1

EDGER
PO Box 1040 • Murrayg KY 42071

320
Apartments For Rent
NEAR UNIVERSITYExtra large 2BR apt Large
Living Room. Kitchen-d ,
nette combo Central elec
H/A Range, refrigerator
dishwasher
disposer.
hook-up
washer-dryer
$200 Deposit- $350 Mo.
($250 1st mo.) 753-4560
M-F 9-5.
NICE 2br Duplex, carport,
no pets 753-7457 or
436-6357
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From 5325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2BR 2 bath appliances furnished C/H/A 1
year lease 1 month depets
No
posit
(27(1)753-2905
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
bath w/garage All appliances, 1 yr lease 1 month
de sit No pets 753-2905

2) 2 Bedroom Houses fo
rent 753-1502

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units Available
*Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
360
Storage Rentals

i

commerical prop, for rent

PROFESSIONAL office loA&F Warehousing
cated on 2nd floor at 309
Near MSU $20-50.
N 4th St Across from Ju753-7668
ofCJ'S Mini Storage in Stella dicial Building Two
5x10. fices, waiting room, full
,10x15.
10x10
bath and shower Public
SIR 00 L2701762-0072
MURRAY Store and Lock and private entrances
presently has units availa- Covered parking space
ft
ble. 753-2905 or 753- Approximately 625sq
utilimonth
plus
per
$450
7536.
ties. 759-3954
380
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
Pets & Supplies
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
AKC Lab pups' Chocolate
*Safe & clean
and black/champion blood
•We sell boxes!
line (270) 436-2868
•We rent U-Hauls
AKC Registered Golden
753-9600
Retnever puppies for sale

G&

STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. ma,n
(270)753-6266
Cell: (27C)293-4183
9 a.m.-4 p.m. ME

Illi

ommereial Prop.
For Sale

Female $250.00 Male
Murray
(2701
$225
436-6074
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
Golden retriever Puppies,
premesis.
parents on
beautiful, must see! $200
(270) 767-9955

in Mur- PEG'S Dog Grooming M-F
2 BR, 2 Bath Westwood FOR Sale Duplex
Call 753-2915
$72,000
Drive, no pets Rent $550, ray
759-4406
Deposit C200 759-3229
3BR 2 bath like new, security system garages.
fireplace 7 5 miles Coleman RE (2701759-4118
3BR, teeth in Hazel for
(731)
rent
or
sale
498-8189
4BR, C/H/A, nice neighborhood, new carpet &
paint. single family, no
pets $550/mo lease. de- ••44--Lx-34-11
'
posit 759-5073
7 rooms plus two baths
THREE ACRE MINI TRACT
and utility, washer, dryer,
Located off Oaks Rd Fenced area with Stable and
garage. good storage
Tobacco Barn Additional acreage available Restricted
Near MSU Rent $780
area with water and gas utilities Call for your private
NO
lease & deposit
showing of this location or additional three acre tracts
PETS 753-7920
Paul Garlarvi 753-2905. or 293-8595

Check us out on the Web!
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*ir Home Improvement Headquarters

GREAT VACATION NOME FOR SALE

David's Cleaning
Services
bedroom, 1 bath, on approx 1 acre, lake
yea, near Wildcat Village & Blood River
Recreation Area Approx 900 sq ft. $65,000
David Wailer - (270)522-8765 • 800-455-8765
Lynn Waller, Realtor in Cadiz, KY 42211

We

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Bnck •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

„21r4„.

Lots For Sale
TWO cleared building lots
in Grove Heights subdivision close to town. city
water 100x220 each Call
( 2 7 0)4 9 2 - 6 1 5 9
1270 293-0163

Acreage
13 13 Acres Approx 10A
wooded (hunting) 3A Crop
$S 94 Rentable mobile
home (rented) $$ Building
site options 8 min from
town Private 489-2204 or
293-1441
Homes For Sale
$71.900 or best offer
Appointment needed, serious buyers only
(270)759-0345
408N 5th. S36 000 2 BR
bath, gas heat. recently
remodeled 898-8564

• Parking Lot Lighting • Outdoor Signs
• Restaurant Equipment Maintenance

John W. Hudson (270) 753-9562

530

SOO

Services Offered

Need A Car? No Credit Check!
Weekly
Down
Payment Payment
COI
$50)

$60

S5013

$60

S750

S75

S1.000
51.000

$80
$70

$1.250
$1.250

$75
$75

S1.250
$1.250
S1.253
S1.250
$1.250

$80
$80
5813

510

2000 MALLARD, 27ft with
slideout, sleeps 6, good
condition, $11,400 hitch
included, 270-762-0993
1994 Prowler travel trailer
33ft, new carpet, water
heater and awning $7000
(270)492-8514 leave messes •r (270)293-3769
520

$75
$70

$75
$80
S80

a•-•••••-•1110.410.•••••

....//••••/••••.4110./. 411/41••

D'S Lawn Service
•Mowing *Blade Work
•Mulching 'Bush Hogging
•Gardens Broke & Tilled

Don Spiceland
753-8428 or 293-6082.

•Flexible Pricing
•All Work Guaranteed
•References Available

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
giinding, firewood. Insur

***A Company You Can Trust***
Call (270)293-8923 or (270)345-2082

ed. 489-2839.
HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING

'First mowing free!
530
Services Offered

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May
27, 2004.
Stay close to home this year Avoid being
too adventurous, as bosses and those you
deal with in your community could be
unpredictable at best and unsettling at
worst You are happiest in your own back
yard, though you might opt to change
your "digs- this year. Some might buy
new ones; others will remodel You will
expand and add more room. You might
also add to your household. If you are
single, you might be delighted by the
person who enters your life at the winter
holidays. Could this person be it? Only
you know for sure If you are attached.
your bond will warm up naturally with a
newfound closeness VIRGO gets you

Experience and
Professional Equipment.
Quality work at
a reasonable price.
Insured.
527-5974

Services Offered
upholstry &
CUSTOM
drapery, over 25 yrs. experience Call 753-0355 or
293-4160

MOWING & Pressure
or
Washing436-5211
293-0508 or leave message

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallanore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422

MOODY'S Mower Repair
pick-up & deliver. 75366611
NEED Rock? Call me for
special rates on D.G.A.
(Dnveway Rock) Rip Rap
or any other Limestome
product. 27 ton, Th-axle
loads. Andy Sherman.
(270)
KY
Benton.
cell. (270)
210-0665
527-3951 home.
for
land
PASTURE
horses: Barns, stalls, running water & pond available. Reasonable rates.
Space for 12 horses. (270)
227-0574.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
435-4645
ROOFING: For all your
roofing needs call Danny
Paschall. 492-8500.

WANTED: Lawns to mow
or

Reliable 753-7779
(270)559-6366
560
Free Column

FREE kitten solid black,
mother is Siamese, male 2
months old 767-0143
Free Kittens 767-0261

WE SERVICE

I 'all now to place your ad'

Al, Major Appliances
and Most Major Brand

753-1916

Ward-Elkins
On The Square e Murrd,
(270) 753-1713
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters.
753-2592.

by Jacqueline Bigar
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You are the party.
** You could upset others as well as
*
21)
22-Dec.
(Nov.
S
SAGITTARIU
take a money risk right
**** Good news starts your work- yourself. Don't
believe you can afford
day, be it that the boss is in a good mood now, even if you

0
,
BORN TUD)
Former Secretary

it. Others who are more affluent than you
might not understand your hesitancy.
Take one step at a time. Tonight: Be with
your best friend.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
* * Read the Aquarius message for
information. Don't take any risks right
seek
upon to take an overview. You also don't now. Play it cool. In fact, let others

or you closed a business deal. You feel as
if you are on the verge of a pay raise or
promotion. Unextiected actions from a
family member might startle you.
Tonight: Out late, again.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Once more, you are called

hesitate to find experts. When you do
your research, you're right-on. Knee-jerk
responses to others might be counterproductive right now. Tonight: Don't over-

of State

Henry

Kissinger (1923)
Newest I

1-ist

anci(Aft.5kopre
•Green Leaf Caudle, Scent,
•Mari/ I iigellireit •!tome Decor.
.
• ,.,r

you out, and you'll get the results you
want. Others seem more than willing to
do their share Accept an invitation.
Tonight- Where the crowds are.

spend

organized
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic,
Have
3-Average, 2-So-so, I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
** * Optimism starts your workday
but will be quickly challenged. You
might take another's comment personally, or you might receive an uncomfortable insight Be direct with a friend or
associate concerning finances A suggesRelax
293-1924 Lawn Mowing tion won't work for you. Tonight:
Tree & Stump removal. your body and mind.
Free estimates, clean cut TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your ingenuity comes out ir
Lawn Care
your work or daily life. A friend migh•
EnSmall
Joe's
436-2867
your foundation or disappoint you
shake
gine Repair. Free pickDon't lend money right now. Discussion
up/delivery.
a vague tone. Ust
436-5141 A AFFORD- at work might have
your creativity. Tonight: Start playing
Clean
ABLE HAULING.
if it is the weekend.
out garages, gutters, junk
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
$ tree work.
* ** You feel good about yUllISCli
492-8688 Roof Repairs *
personal matte' Doo't let an
a
and
New Roofs, all types. 29
or an exterior event
years experience. Call authority figure
know what you are
You
Carters.
shake you up.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- doing Schedule a brainstorming sessior
ING all around clean-up, for later in the day. Answers come forgutters, tree work. 436- ward. Tonight: Make it easy Remember,

Bring in the Spring with
professional intenor/exteriOr painting reasonable
rates Free estimates! Satisfaction Guarantee! 731593-5155
ANY ELECTRICAL need,
new, old or trouble Call
Lic.&insurance
Ken,
(270)753-7091

available. 270-293-8726 Of
759-5534 Chuck Van Buren

$75

401 Sycamore • 759-1500 • 1-800-279-7715
Lot financing - Bonk Financing - Worrontys

•Mowing •New Lawn
Establishment *Seeding
•Fertilizing *Weed Control
-Mulching •Bushogging
*Grader Blade Work
Bob Wallace
753-6491
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract.
Contact at 270-753-9503

it's time for Spring
Cleaning!"
•Carpets 'Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick Drying
"Got Dirt?"
Call Us 753-5827

Horoscopes

Campers

APPLIANCE Repair Service & Parts. Installation

ASPHALT Paving and
sealcoating Residential,
Commercial
years

FAUGHN'S USED CARS
•

DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
,ality Doesn't Carry A High Price

QUICK & Right. House

ALAN'S PAINTING

S1.500
SI 500
S2.C11)
S2.000
St 500

Call Metal Mall
-9064 • 270-247-8844
i1a00.909
f
i

finishing
CONCRETE
cleaning, painting, yard sidewalks, patios, drive
work, odd jobs. (270) ways, free estimates
.(270)435-4619
761-2559.

1998 Dodge
Durango, 106,xxx miles
loaded, excellent condition. $9,000 obo. Call
492-8459.

LeSabre,
Buick
1999
62.000 miles, very nice.
$6 500 753-6389
1997 Grand Prix GT 2
$5600
loaded
door
753-9237 Or 293-0364
96. Olds Aurora, V-8, one
owner, fully loaded, has
factory bose system, like
new, only 81,xxx miles.
Call 753-1624 after 00
067
1989.Corsica, new motor,
A-1 Tree Service
$900 OBO 1990 Mazda
Stump Removal.
runs. drives. A., gas
492-8737,
437-3044
saver. $1000. 489-2131
Free Estimates
Camry,
Toyota
1988
170,000 miles, new tires,
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
A/C. CD.'player
Decks. Home Additions.
(270) 759-3349
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
500
Garages, Pole Bams, MetUsed Trucks
al Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
2001 Ford Ranger ext Licensed
153-7860 753-1194
cab 6 cyl very good con
Electrical & Air
ADAMS
ofdibon $10,000 or best
or Gond Call 436-5007 for
fer
436-5S63
all your Relectncal and Air
436-5927
Cond. needs.

96 Lincoln Cont - 91K
99 Chevy Monte Carlo - 49K
00 Chevy S-10 - 3rd Door
01 Chevy Blazer - 4x4
98 Dodge Durango - 4x4
98 Grand Jeep Cherkoee trntd

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Prompt Service • Customer Satisfaction • Quality Work
- 24 Hour Available Service -

4X4 1997 Jeep Wrangle
Sport, good condition
New soh tops & bikini top
$7500 293-3731
490
Used Cars

96 Chevy Cavalier
92 Ford Aerostat - 991s
98 Dodge Neon
98 Toyota Camry
99 Olds Intrigue
00 Mercury Soble
00 Grand Prix
01 Dodge Stratus
01 Dodge Stratus
00 Ford Windstor
99 Chrysler Sebring

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
Concrete Finishing. Dnveways, Sidewalks, Patios,
ptr 759-3229
CUSTOM Tractor, work
tilling, blade work, bush
hogging. Free estimates
Gerald L. Carroll, owner.
492-6159 or 293-0163

The Original Lawn Pro

. SIDENTIAL Alt. COMMERCIAL
RE
SERVICE WORK

1995Lumina LS 132k
miles, dnves good. $800
(270)293-7675

440

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning

Full Sert 1,, f_lectru al Contra, tors

BOAT Insurance McKinney Insurance Services
YERF Dog Go-Cart, 2 Your Hometown InsurSt
seater with seatbelts & roll ance Source" 104 N 4th
cage. full suspension, big (270)753-3500
tires, top of the line. New 1992 30' fishing pontoon,
$1,450 or buy mine like cheap, selling due to
new for $950 Will con- health 753-0350
sider good deer rifle as 1990 19ft Chnss Craft
deck boat, 350 I/O motor
part of trade 753-6791.
MOTORCYCLE Insurance extra clean, loaoed
Bass
McKinney Insurance Serv- 1971 15ft Arrow
Many
ices "Your hometown In- Boat W65hp merc
surance Source." 104 N extras Call(270)436-2712
1990 Chaparal w/Merc
70)753-3500
4th
Cruiser. $5,100 OBO.
(270 767-1181

Antiques, collectibles and Stuff.

Dozer work & Track hoe
CARPORTS Starting at

Full Service Lawn & Landscape Maintenance

16
0

3 BR 2400 sq ft unde
roof 10 min from town.
Kirksey area, mid-80's
270-489-2119
BY Owner 4 Bedroom, 1
big
workshop.
Bath.
yard S61 900 753-4109
LAKE Front Property 190
Anderson Shores Dr. Murray KY (270)474-2764
NEW home 1800sq ft,
horse lovers dream, 15
acres with 40x42 barn.
pen
round
lighted
435-4004 Of 293-7354
REDUCED fine house for
sale b owner, 753-5731

In conjunction with
the KY 400 mile
Hwy. 68/80

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up nest day.

FREE MOWING!!*

Homes For Sale

June 3rd-6th
9 am-5 pm

anything, from attics to
barns, odd jobs. Senior
Discounts. (270)489-2583

Cash Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Used Trucks

AURORA
FLEA MARKET

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113

Roofing Metal

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(-across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

HUGE MOVING SALE
1003 Southwood Dr.
Turn at Amerlhost Inn
May 27 & 28
7 a.m.-1 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.-8 p.m.
Basset dining room set. hutch & buffet, living
room suite, coffee table & end tables, 1993
Ford Taurus 80.000 miles, tools, golf clubs,
loads & loads of household misc items,
grandfather clock, lots of women's & men's
clothes, toys & games, VCR, TV, radios &
books

2365 Calloway Line
Rd.
(Between Lynn Grove
& 121 in
Browns Grove)
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Propane cookstove
woven, Roto Tiller, 3
wheeler. 1983 Ford
Truck. antiquwoak table
& 2 chairs, Gone With
The Wind Collectibles,
wicker

JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov
at, we'll haul away almos

Re Sure To Shop — Before You RN'

GARAGE

YARD SALE

ROY HILL.

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
= Be Here
For Only

$250°0 Per Month!

Everything Must Go!
200 Riviera Courts
#59
270-748-7648
65 gallon working
aquarium w/complete
set-up, collectible
dolls, boy's toys,
furniture, TV, VCR,
knick knacks, etc.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -- A Better Price'

3 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, 20x20 great room, 1950
sq It covered deck. Excellent location, one
mile from city limits 3 car detached garage & 2
storage bidgs
Phone 270-767-0638

MOVING SALE

Services Ottered

Specialize in Cleaning"

David Borders

1

Services Offered

Over

40

experience.
Mitchell Bros Paving
759-0501
Ph
753-1537

••■••••..•

Or

your home is your castle.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
* *** Verbalize what you want in
the morning. Make calls, return messages and clear your desk Unexpected
news or gossip might take some time to
regroup from. You can do it. Depend on

yourself right now and not others.
Tonight: Swap war stories with a pal.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
* Finances dominate your
thoughts. Still, don't allow anyone to
interfere right now You know what yoL
need and want An associate coulc
become disruptive or difficult. Others arc
downright flaky As they say, the ball is
in your court. Tonight: Balance your
checkbook first
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)

Jack and Charlene Norsworthy
Subscribersfor 60 years

***** You are in a position ot
power today, though you might doubt it.
as others are so difficult, reactive or

."Mv wife and I were raised in this community, and we've had the privilege-.
watching our children and grandchildren grow up here as well. Through a
these years and even now, our evening has always started with the
Murray Ledger & Times. It's how we stay in touch with our community.

flaky. Remember, you're in charge of
your life Laughter surrounds those who
have a good perspective on life Swing
with the moment Tonight As you like it
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
* * Know' when to cut out and change
gears. You might not be able to make the
difference you would like to make.
Listen to a child or loved one, but
remember that the message you are getting could be distorted Tonight: Hide
away
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** As you like to discuss various options, you'll come up with many.
ideas related and unrelated to the topic at
hand Meetings and groups bring success A child or loved one could be a but
put off Let your creativity flow Tonight:

•
qp- Ora ••••- •••• •••• -- ••• •1'••••• •
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Husband's 'boys' night out'
stirs bad memories for wife

Temporary strokes
should be treated
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is
transient global amnesia'?
DEAR READER: These are
temporary, painless and unpredictable attacks
of
amnesia,
without other
neurological
abnormalities,
that are probably the result of
"mini-strokes,"
tiny blood clots
that get carried
Dr. Gott to (and lodged
in) brain tissue.
When the clots
By
Dr. Peter Gott reach the brain,
they trigger a
reaction in the body to dissolve
them. Once this dissolution has
occurred, the brain returns to normal.
Global amnesia usually does not
recur. Still, such patients should be
on daily 81-milligram aspirin therapy to prevent future problems.
To give you related information,
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Strokes." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the
title. •
DEAR DR.GOTT:I am female,
64, in good health. About a year
ago, I was running and my heart was
pounding in my ears. Later, the
pounding again occurred while I
was watching TV. Following this, I
experienced 10 to 15 minutes of
rapid heart pounding in my ears on
several occasions while in bed.
My family physician referred me
to an otolaryngologist who did surgery on my nose to clear the airway.
I was all right for several weeks,
then began experiencing the rapid
pounding all over again. It comes
and goes without warning. Now it
may last several days at a time. It
can awaken me at night.
Last month, I saw another ENT

doctor, who found nothing wrong.
He told rue I just had "to live with
it."
Please give me your opinion.
DEAR READER: While it
would be inappropriate for me to
criticize your doctors, I think that
they are barking up the wrong tree.
Your story suggests to me that your
upper respiratory tract is not the
source of your difficulties. Rather,
based on your own analysis of
"heart pounding," I would re-direct
the focus to your cardiac status.
Palpitations (awareness of the
heartbeat) are a common, normal
phenomenon that all of us experience on occasion. However, in your
case, the heartbeats are rapid, forceful and prolonged. Therefore, I
would probably have skipped your
ENT consultation altogether and
paid more attention to your heart.
In my opinion, you need a Holter
monitor, a device to record each
heartbeat in a 24-hour period. Then
the tape is computer-scanned and
portions are printed out on paper for
analysis. During the recording period, you will be asked to keep a diary
of what you are doing and what
symptoms you are having.
Obviously, if no pounding takes
place during the recording period,
you will then have to move up to an
event monitor, a similar device that
may be worn for as long as a month,
which you can activate when you
have symptoms.
Although your palpitations may
simply be harmless irregularities in
your pulse rate, the possibility exists
that a more ominous rhythm disturbance is taking place. This should
be diagnosed and treated.
Forget the ENT docs, ask your
family physician to order the Holier
monitor, and let me know what the
study shows.

Copyright 2004, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: I'm having a hard
time dealing with an upcoming
event. My hus"Rob,"
band.
and our nephews
are planning a
night out visiting the local allnude strip clubs.
I walked into the
room just as one
was
nephew
him.
inviting
Dear Abby
When I asked
what they were
By Abigail
about,
talking
Van Buren
said,
Rob
"Nothing," and changed the subject.
I don't want him to go. This isn't
a new occurrence in our more-than30-year marriage. After we were
married seven years, Rob came
home from work and told me he
wanted to be with other women. I
moved out. Every day he called me
at work to see how I was, and on the
third day he called, crying, and
begged me to come home. He had
decided I was what he really wanted.
Twelve years later, Rob had a
stress breakdown. While he was in
the hospital he confessed that he'd
had a three-year affair with a
woman he worked with and had
paid for her to have an abortion. He
said it was over and promised there
would be no more women.
Abby, I'm having a lot of trouble
dealing with this. The "boys' night
out" is in three weeks. I have decided to tell Rob that I wish he wouldn't go -- not can't go -- and leave the
decision up to him. Am I just a jealous wife? -- WOUNDED IN NEW
YORK
DEAR WOUNDED: I'd say
you're insecure with good reason.
You do not appear to be jealous. It
would not be unreasonable to air
your feelings about his behavior,
past and present, when you tell him
you wish he wouldn't go.
Considering his past, the request is
understandable.

BailyComics
El1_ CO NI COI EC>
OH, NO1 ARE
YOU GUYS
GOING TO
TALK SP0RT5r)
AGAltr /

WHAT DO you nee(
ADOUT THE FUTURE OF
TECHNOLOGY STOCKS
NOW THAT INVESTORS
ARE COMING BACK
TO THE MARKET'

r F-I

C

I'M HERE FOR VIA!!
I FEEL LiOUR, PAIN !I'.
I KNOW HOW HARD IT 151.!
HAN& IN "MORE I
•`CU CAN CO IT !I
Allsift-45 SEUEVE
qou!

WHAT'S MOST (SUPPORT,
IMPORTANT
I GUESS.
TO '10U IN
SUXMLNEAR ?

I THINK
ru. TusT

THAT
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DEAR ABBY: While my mother
lay on her deathbed, my stepfather
of 17 years had her sign a new will,
leaving everything to him. She was
heavily sedated at the time, but he
explained that it would be easier for
him to disburse the money that she
wanted us kids to have if he were in
charge.
He remarried one year after
Mother died and dropped us like hot
potatoes. It has been a while since I
contacted him, but my family had
financial difficulties, so I called to
ask about the money. His reply,
"Tough luck."
He had promised my mother, my
siblings and me that he would take
care of us. We're not talking about a
few bucks, Abby, we're talking
about a half-million dollars!
I pray he reads this and thinks
hard about what he did. Please help.
I have no other recourse. -- HURT
DAUGHTER IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR DAUGHTER: Have you
spoken to a lawyer about this? I did.
Here's what my legal expert had to
say:
"As a matter of law, yes, there
could be some recourse. However,
we don't know how much time has
elapsed since the mother died and
the stepfather remarried. If the new
will was done on the reliance of the
promise he made, there MAY be
something that could be done when
he dies."
So, my advice to you and your
siblings is to consult an attorney
who specializes in planning estates.

looldngBack
10 years ago
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department has been awarded two
four-wheel drive trucks to be used in
drug enforcement from the United
States Army, according to Sheriff
Stan Scott.
Murray High School conferred
degrees of graduation upon 74
members of class of 1994 on May
25 at Murray State University
Lovett auditorium. Maggie Snyder
was valedictorian and Sam Green
was salutatorian.
Births reported include a boy to
Barbara and James Page, a girl to
Kelly and Ricky On and a girl to
Rachel and Stephen Shaw, May 16.
20 years ago
Briggs & Stratton Corp. is coming to Murray bringing with it 600
to 700 jobs. The factory will be
located at the site of the former
Tappan plant.
Installed as officers of the
Murray Woman's Club for 1984-85
were Ann. Brooks, Bess Kerlick,
Evelyn Wallis, Fonda Grogan,
Dorothy McKenzie and Billie Hall.
Department chairmen were Desiree
Hosick, Alpha; Shirley Martin,
Creative Arts; Alice Koenecke,
Delta; Rosanna Miller, Garden;
Mary Gertzen, Home; Rita Ford and
Nancy France, Kappa; B.J. Berrill,
Music; Mona Blankenship, Sigma;
Jo Burkeen, Theta; June Smith,
Zeta.
30 years ago .
The Food Stamp Program will
begin in Calloway County July 1,
1974. Applications will be taken
beginning June 3 at the office of the
Bureau of Social Insurance, 201
South Sixth St., Murray.

The Sweet Smell of Success
South dealer.
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Opening lead — ace ofspades.
Lee Hazen and Sam Fry were
playing in the Vanderbilt team championship many years ago when this
hand arose. Fry, South, opened one
heart, and West jumped to four
spades.
West's overcall posed quite a
problem for Hazen. He certainly had
reason to believe there might be a
small slam,and he also could not dismiss the possibility of a grand slam.

At the same time, though, Hazen
couldn't even be certain that there
was more than a game in the combined hands. It all depended on the
nature of Fry's opening bid.
Hazen finally chose the bid that
was most likely to cover all contingencies: four notrump. Fry read this
as Blackwood — even though there
had been no firm agreement on
which suit was trump — and he bid
five diamonds,showing one ace.
Hazen now had a new problem.
He realized that the opponents had an
ace, probably in spades, but he had
no way of knowing whether they
could also cash a second spade trick.
He decided — all factors considered — that there was a good chance
Fry had either the king ofspades or a
singleton spade. He therefore bid six
diamonds, despite the risk attached
•
to that bid.
Fry did not let him down. First of
all, he had the good sense to pass,
though he could hardly have felt
comfortable winding up as declarer
with only ,the 10-2 of trumps. But
even more importantly, Fry had the
decency to have the king of spades,
and he easily made the slam.
Had Hazen played the slam from
his seat, the contract would quickly
have gone down with a spade lead.
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INSTEAD OF GOING TO
SUMMER CAMP, I'VE DECIDED
TO STAY HOME AND WORK
ON MY STAMP COLLECTION..

1 Slam
5 Cause a
blister
8 Retrieve a fly
12 Qatar ruler
13 El Dorado loot
14 Guru's practice
15 Forum wear
16 Spiral molecule
17 - -to-know
basis
18 Verse
20 Farm units
21 Geologic times
24 Cache
27 Hearty laugh
28 Single, in Paris
31 Cousin's
mother
32 High school
Subj
33 Type of muffin
34 Homer-hitter
Mel 35 Prefix for angle
36 Subsidizes
37 Tortilla snacks

39 Millionaire's
toy
43 Cake topper
46 Fencing
weapon
47 Flood residue
49 Watch's face
51 Uncertain
52 Had some hash
53 Lamb's pen
name
54 Take a load off
55 Legal thing
56 Broadcast
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Wager
Love. to Pedro
Close at hand
Most cloudy
Old West show
Coffee server
Python
Harmony,
casually
9 Weed killer
10 Screenwriter
James -

Jessie Shoemaker, member of
Murray Business & Professional
Women's Club, was elected treasurer of the Kentucky Federation of
BPW at the meeting in Louisville.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Darnell,
May 18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Roach, Mary 20.
40 years ago
Frank
A.
Congressman
Stubblefield reported today that the
Facilities
community
awarded
has
Administration
approval of a college housing loan
of $2,050,000 for construction of a
new men's dormitory, Hart Hall, at
Murray State College.
Melissa Henry, senior at Murray
State College, has been selected to
go to the Philippines this summer as
a Girl Scout Exchange under the
Experiment in International Living
Program.
Elected as new officers of the
Suburban Homemakers Club at a
meeting held at the home of Mrs.
Jack Wilson were Mrs. Glen Sims,
Mrs. Bernard Tabers and Mrs. Max
Farley.
50 years ago
R.W. Tginlinson, superintendent
of Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing
Co., Calvert City, spoke at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray.Woman's Club House.
Elected as new officers of the
Hazel High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America for
1954-55 school year were Kay
Story, Oneida Wilson, Alice Arnett,
Ruth Ann Lassiter, Carolyn Curd.
Jean Ray, Nancy Taylor, Carolyn
Alton, Wanda Curd, Glenda Hughes
and Marlene Edwards.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. May 26,
the 147th day of 2004. There are
219 days left in the year.Today's
Highlight in History:
On May 26, 1940,the evacuation
of Allied troops from Dunkirk.
France, began during World War II.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther was
banned by the Edict of Worms
because of his religious beliefs and
writings.
In 1805, Napoleon Bonaparte
was crowned king of Italy.
In 1865, arrangements were
made in New Orleans for the surrender of Confederate forces west
of the Mississippi.
In 1868, the impeachment trial of
President Andrew Johnson ended
with his acquittal on all remaining
charges.
In
1913, Actors' Equity
Association was organized.
In 1960, U.N. Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge accused the
Soviets of hiding a microphone
inside a wood carving of the Great
Seal of the United States that had
been presented to the U.S. embassy
in Moscow.
In 1969, the Apollo 10 astronauts
returned to Earth after a successful
eight-day dress rehearsal for the
first manned moon landing.
In 1977, George H. Willig scaled
the outside of the South Tower of
New York's World Trade Center; he
was arrested at the top of the 110story building.
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welcome
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Income sources can affect Social
Security retirement benefits

Showing Their Colors

"Will my Social Security retirement benefits be
reduced because I receive income from my investments'?"
That's a frequent question from workers who are
planning for a financially comfortable retirement. It's a
pleasure to tell them that most types of income won't
affect their benefits. This includes payments from private insurance, pensions from private industry employers, annuity payments and income from investments
such as interest and capital gains. It's also a pleasure to
know these workers are planning their financial future
and using Social Security as the foundation.
But here's how some other income could affect your
benefit amounts:
•If you receive a pension based on work for which
you didn't pay Social Security taxes, your benefit
amount may be reduced under what is known as the
windfall elimination provision. This provision primarily
affects people who earned a pension from working for a
government agency or a foreign government and also
worked at other jobs where they paid Social Security
taxes long enough to qualify for retirement or disability
benefits.
• If you're receiving a Social Security benefit on
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'In Our Backyard' Summer 2004 Is Fast
Approaching See About Advertising ...
In Our Backyard!
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FBI apologizes for lawyer arrest
Ore. (AP) — In a
rare public apology, the FBI admitted iniprimining an American lawyer
for mil weeks atter mistakenly linking his fingerprint to one It Rind near
the scene ot ternJrist bombing in
Spain
The apology Monday came hours
judge dismissed the case
after
against Brandon Mayfield. who had
' been held as a material w itness in
the Madrid bombings case. •ss hich
killed NI people and injured about
2.000 others.
May field. .1- 17-Y ear-old cons ert
to Islam. sharply critici/ed the govC111111Cfli. calling his tinie behind
bars "humiliating- and "embarrassirw" and say ing he was targeted
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pubanother
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Security. This provision is known as the
offset..
pension
benefits
II If you begin receiving Social Security
to
continue
and
age
retirement
full
reaching
before
your
when
reduced
be
work, your benefit amount will
For
earnings exceed certain limits ($11,640 in 2004).
age,
retirement
full
example, if you're between 62 and
your benefits will be reduced $1 for every $2 you earn
over a limit that increases each year. However, in the
year you reach full retirement age, your earnings would
be reduced $1 for every $3 of earnings until the month
you reach full retirement age. At that time, your benefits
will not be reduced because of your earnings no matter
how much you earn.
To learn more about how your benefits may be affected by other income, visit www.ssa.gov to read or download these publications: "Government Pension Offset,"
"The Windfall Elimination Provision" and "How Work
Affects Your Benefits." You may also call the Paducah
office at 270-554-7776 or the Mayfield office at 270247-R095

because of his
faith.
"This whole
process has been
harrowing
a
It
ordeal.
shouldn't happen to anysaid
body,"I
Mayfield.
believe I was
Mayfield
singled out and
discriminated against. I feel, as a
Muslim."
,Karin J. Irnmergut, the U.S.
attorney in Oregon, denied Mayfield
had been a target because of his religion and maintained that the FBI
had followed all laws in the case.
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family's tradition -for 60
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1707 W Main Sr • Murray
(270) 753.1962}
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GREAT LOCAL MADE-INS

Global Mortgage Link, LLC

$6,388
$4,488
$19,888
$7,888

1997 Honda Passport 4x4
1998 Chevrolet Cavalier(2 door)
2001 Dodge 2500 Diesel 4x4
1996 Dodge Ram 4x4

"Home Ownership Mode Easy"
• No 1 in Western KY for rural housing zero down
program - 4 years in a row
Weeks to Close from Start To Finish
Hrs 8:30-5 M-F 8 After Hours by Appointment

oi OVER 100 MORE PRE-OWNED MARKED
DOWN BELOW KELLY BLUE BOOK!

(270) 753-7407

e

Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997
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Rite eats!
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Traders

$20,988
0
$25,988
Starting At $13,888
•
Starting At $17,888
$13,888 CL
$29,988
Starting At $12,888
Starting At $12,688
$14,888
$11,888

2003 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 4x4
2004 Chrysler Pacifica
2003 Dodge Grand Caravans
2004 Dodge Grand Caravans
2004 Dodge Stratus Sedan
2004 Chrysler Crossfire(1k miles)
2004 Dodge lntrepids
2003 Dodge Stratus
2002 Jeep Liberty 4x4 Limited
2003 Chrysler Pt Cruiser

Jennifer Smothers Spencer.()truer

YOUR LOCAL
5-STAR DEALER

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(27017S3-6272

ION of

Program Cats,Trucks, Vans,& Sport Utility Vehicles

each year.
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Judging Friday & Saturday — You do not have to be present both days to win.

Photo provided
Brandon Orr, a seventh grade student at Calloway County
Middle School. is shown with his still-life drawing in pencil
at the Young Masters Exhibition at the Murray Art Guild.
The exhibit is hosted annually by the guild. featuring classroom artwork alternating between city and county schools
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MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
(270)251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1400-272-9477

1997 Chevy Z28 (30Ih Wooly)
1999 Dodge Caravan
1999 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4x4
1999 Ford Explorer 4Dr 4x4

$8,988
$3,988
$8,988
$8,688

24 Hour A Day Inventory at drivermotors.com

Pre-Owned Hot Line 1-800-333-8258
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